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Riassunto italiano 

Progetto archeologico Bova Marina 2006 
 

Relazione 2006 del Progetto Archeologico Bova Marina 
Nel corso dell’anno 2006 il gruppo di lavoro del Progetto Archeologico Bova Marina si è 

impegnato in una serie di attività che hanno spaziato dalla ricognizione di superficie, alla prospezione 
geofisica (magnetometro e resistività), agli scavi di epoca classica nel sito di San Salvatore, allo studio 
dei reperti preistorici rinvenuti nelle campagne precedenti, alle ricerche geoarcheologiche, e infine alla 
comprensione del paesaggio rurale post-medievale attraverso lo studio degli alzati architettonici e alle 
ricerche d’archivio. 

 

Ricognizione archeologica 
La ricognizione sul campo è stata piuttosto limitata nella campagna 2006, e si è concentrata 

soprattutto nell’area di Campi di Bova. L’attività di ricognizione ha interessato un’area non molto estesa 
(circa 6 ettari), ma ha permesso di identificare un nuovo sito archeologico e di raccogliere informazioni 
aggiuntive su alcuni altri siti scoperti nelle campagne precedenti. Il nuovo sito scoperto quest’anno si 
trova sulla sommità del Monte Grosso e ha restituito manufatti riferibili all’epoca greca classica e 
probabilmente al Medio Evo. Questo sito, più piccolo di San Salvatore ma del tutto simile ad esso per 
collocazione topografica, ha fornito ulteriori testimonianze circa la frequentazione greca dell’area 
collinare interna. La nuova scoperta sembra suggerire che tale frequentazione sia stata più intensa e 
complessa di quanto postulato in precedenza. 

 

Prospezione geofisica 
Nelle fasi iniziali della campagna è stata eseguita una prospezione geofisica completa della 

sommità del sito di San Salvatore e dell’area circostante. In alcune aree si è arrivati a completare la 
prospezione magnetometrica, che è stata effettuata a una risoluzione maggiore rispetto alla campagna 
preliminare dell’anno passato, e che è stata seguita  dall’analisi della resistività del terreno. La griglia 
geofisica e’ stata inoltre collegata alla mappa topografica. Un’ulteriore prospezione magnetometrica è 
stata infine condotta nell’area già scavata del sito preistorico di Penitenzeria, presso Umbro. 

 

Scavi di epoca classica a San Salvatore 
San Salvatore (sito 59) si trova sulla sommità piana di una collina, a 1260 m sul livello del mare. Questo 
sito sorge a nord di Bova Marina, a lato della strada che conduce a Rogudi, in un terreno di proprietà del 
Comune di Bova. Nel corso della campagna 2006 è stata eseguita un’ulteriore prospezione geofisica del 
sito e ne è stata completata la mappa topografica. Il sito di San Salvatore sembra costituito da un’area 
murata di circa 23 m (E-W) per 26 m (N-S). Sulla base dei risultati delle indagini geofisiche sono stati 
ampliati i Saggi 2 e 3, aperti nel 2005, e nuovi saggi (Saggi 5, 6, 7, 8 e 9) sono stati impostati. Il saggio 6 
è posizionato in quella che potrebbe essere un’apertura nel muro perimetrale, forse una porta. Il Saggio 9 
è invece situato presso una piccola anomalia sul lato sud-orientale dell’area murata. Nessuno di questi 
due saggi è stato scavato nel 2006. 

Nel Saggio 2 si è messa in luce una probabile struttura coperta che sorgeva sul lato orientale del 
sito, all’interno dell’area murata. E’ possibile che questa struttura si sviluppasse su più livelli, dal 
momento che un vaso intero caduto dall’alto e coperto dalle tegole del tetto è stato ritrovato ben al di 
sopra del piano pavimentale, quasi a suggerire che sia caduto da un piano superiore. Il Saggio 3 è stato 
aperto sulla cresta che corre in direzione E-W, lungo il lato meridionale del sito: si tratta quasi certamente 
del muro di cinta meridionale. Si possono riconoscere con buona approssimazione due muri e vi è 
qualche evidenza di tegole – un residuo del crollo del tetto – nella parte settentrionale del saggio dentro 
l’area murata, ma le relazioni strutturali tra i vari elementi devono ancora essere chiarite. 
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Nella campagna 2006 si è iniziato lo scavo dei saggi 5, 7 e 8. Il Saggio 5 si trova in una zona di 
forte anomalia magnetica sul margine ovest del sito, probabilmente subito al di fuori del muro di cinta. La 
presenza di grosse quantità di mattoni concotti e vetrificati, talvolta cementati insieme a pietre, insieme 
con pietre bruciate suggerisce che in quest’area sorgessero forni o fornaci il cui impiego è tuttavia ancora 
da chiarire. Un altro ritrovamento significativo effettuato in questo saggio, e precisamente nel settore 
nord-orientale, è un mucchio di diverse centinaia di ciottoli fluviali, quasi sempre dotati di un lato 
appiattito. Si può ipotizzare che questi ciottoli siano stati impiegati, o dovevano essere ancora impiegati, 
per la costruzione di un selciato da qualche parte nel sito, anche se probabilmente non in quest’area dal 
momento che non vi erano tracce d’intonaco o legante alcuno. Il Saggio 7 si trova al centro dell’area 
murata, e non vi è stata rinvenuta traccia alcuna di strutture architettoniche. Tuttavia, la presenza di una 
grande quantità di ceramica fine e grossolana suggerisca che l’area centrale dell’insediamento sia stata 
utilizzata come uno spazio di lavoro e d’interazione sociale. Il Saggio 8 è stato aperto direttamente al di 
sopra di un’anomalia magnetica, subito al di fuori dell’angolo meridionale del muro di cinta. La presenza 
di tegole e grossi frammenti ceramici sembra indicare che un’ulteriore struttura abitativa sorgesse in 
quest’area. Tuttavia, lo si potrà verificare solo con la prosecuzione dello scavo. 

I reperti raccolti nel sito includono ceramica fine greca (vernice nera), ceramica da cucina, 
ceramica comune e una quantità davvero notevole di tegole. Parte della ceramica da cucina è brunita in 
superficie, e un numero limiato di recipienti fatti a mano compare in quello che potrebbe essere altrimenti 
definito, da un punto di vista dell’assemblaggio ceramico, un contesto greco ‘puro’. 

 

Indagini post-scavo: i materiali preistorici 
 Nella campagna 2006, le ricerche preistoriche a Bova Marina hanno avuto come obiettivo 
l’analisi post-scavo dei materiali preistorici provenienti da Umbro e Penitenzeria. Ci si è concentrati in 
particolare sulla prosecuzione dell’analisi tecnologica e stilistica dei frammenti di orlo rinvenuti nei 
livelli di scarico del Saggio 4 (Strati IV-V) databili al Neolitico Medio. I dati ricavati dall’analisi degli 
impasti, effettuata dalla Dr. Kostalena Michelaki, sono stati messi in relazione con i dati dell’analisi 
stilistica effettuata dal Dr. John Robb. Risultati preliminari rivelano che la ceramica impressa veniva 
generalmente fabbricata con degrassante grossolano e cotta in un ambiente ossidante, mentre la ceramica 
figulina era fabbricata con degrassante fine ma ugualmente cotta in un ambiente ossidante. Variazioni 
assai più ampie sono invece visibili nella ceramica decorata tipo Stentinello, la cui tecnologia di 
fabbricazione non sembra rispondere a modelli o procedure costanti. 

 E’ inoltre proseguita la ricognizione geologica finalizzata all’identificazione delle aree di 
approvvigionamento di materia prima, localizzando per la prima volta, a Monte Papagallo e Monte 
Calamitta, una possibile fonte di foraminifera, un’argilla grassa simile a quella utilizzata nella ceramica 
figulina neolitica. 

 In un ambito di ricerca a se stante, la Dr. Simona Scarcella ha studiato i caratteri stilistici della 
ceramica del Neolitico Antico tipo Stentinello proveniente dagli Strati IV-V di Umbro. Questo studio 
costituisce una parte della sua tesi di dottorato (Università di Parigi) sulla produzione di ceramica 
neolitica in Calabria meridionale e Sicilia orientale. 

 

Paesaggi rurali post-medievali 
Le ricerche d’archivio effettuate presso l’Archivio di Stato hanno implicato la trascrizione dei 

registri del Catesto del 1809, e da un controllo incrociato delle località sulle mappe catastali del 1932. I 
dati sono stati inseriti in un database Access man mano che venivano raccolti. La consultazione di volumi 
di carattere storico ha inoltre permesso di acquisire informazioni aggiuntive su Bova e i suoi abitanti in 
epoca post-medievale. 

Risultati preliminari suggeriscono che il Comune di Bova comprende quasi 400 località dotate di 
toponimo, e che molte aree all’interno del territorio comunale erano utilizzate per un qualche genere di 
coltivazione: sono stati individuati ben 43 tipi differenti di uso del suolo, ivi comprese svariate zone 
sfruttate per le risorse forestali. Sembra evidente che la maggior parte delle proprietà terriere fosse di 
dimensioni piuttosto ridotte. In linea generale, ogni località sembra essere stata utilizzata da proprietari 
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diversi piuttosto che da un singolo tenutario. Inoltre, i registri del catasto hanno fornito informazioni su 
strutture architettoniche quali case, mulini e presse, sia in città che nel territorio circostante: 33 diverse 
categorie, seppure coincidenti in qualche caso, sono state identificate fino ad oggi. 

La ricognizione dettagliata degli edifici rurali isolati nella località di Cavalli, iniziata nel 2005, è 
proseguita nel 2006 con l’analisi di altre strutture architettoniche. Diverse case abbandonate sono state 
ricognite sommariamente, in gran parte per mezzo di un registro fotografico, e altre due case sono state 
analizzate in dettaglio. Un’ulteriore ricognizione è stata eseguita in un secondo raggruppamento di case 
situato a circa 3 km a sud-est di Cavalli. In questa località si è intrapresa una ricognizione dettagliata di 
tre case apparentemente databili al tardo XX secolo e di una casa probabilmente databile al XIX o 
all’inizio del XX secolo. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: PROJECT GOALS FOR 2006 (LIN FOXHALL) 
 

 The 2006 field season of the Bova 
Marina Archaeological Project opened on the 
1st of July and closed on the 25th of July. As 
listed above, the crew numbered 28, not 
counting the two children.  

 This year archaeological fieldwork 
work focused on field survey and on the 
classical site of San Salvatore, north of Bova 
Superiore, where detailed geophysical survey 
(magnetometry and resistivity) and excavation 
were carried out. In addition, field and archival 
research was explored a) the physical 
(geological and geomorphological) landscape 
and b) the wider chronological framework of 
the cultural and historical landscape, especially 
of the post-medieval period. 

The principal goals for this season were: 

1. to undertake a full magnetometric survey of 
the San Salvatore site, including the area 
south of the flat hilltop, to determine the 
extent of possible archaeological remains 
and to inform the strategy for excavation 
including the expansion of trenches opened 
in 2005 and the placement of new trenches 

2. to carry out extended excavations at San 
Salvatore to determine the nature of 
archaeological remains and their 
stratigraphy. 

3. to study collections from the 1998-2003 
prehistoric excavations, in preparation for 
final study and publication. 

4. to continue the programme of field survey, 
particularly in the area around Bova 
Superiore 

5. to prepare for a full-scale study of the 
coastal geology and to continue the 
programme of geoarchaeological research 
in the area of the San Pasquale Valley 

6. to explore the post-medieval landscapes 
exploiting both archival resources and 
standing building data 

 These goals were successfully 
accomplished successfully. Magnetometry and 
resistivitity at the San Salvatore site early in the 
season was very successful and revealed a 23 x 

26 m enclosure on the top of the hill with 
further features in the area to the south of the 
main enclosure. On the basis of this work 
trenches 2 and 3, opened in 2005, were 
expanded and five new trenches were laid out. 
The chronology of the site as well as its 
architecture and occupation were further 
explored. The industrial activities located just 
outside the western wall of the enclosure proved 
particularly interesting and enigmatic. A full 
topographic map of the survey was also 
constructed, and linked to the magnetometric 
data. Archaeological survey revealed another 
site similar in character to San Salvatore close 
by at Monte Grosso. Working with our already-
excavated prehistoric collections in the Museo 
Archeologico Nazionale in Reggio Calabria, we 
sorted, drew, photographed and studied the 
ceramics, obsidian, ochre samples and the 
ground stone axes. 

Geoarchaeological research assembled 
important data on the recent geological history 
of the river valley itself.  

Studies of archival material and 
standing buildings continued to expand our 
understanding of recent landscapes and land 
use. 

 Logistically, the field season was 
remarkably uneventful and work mostly 
proceeded according to plans. The one 
unfortunate event was vandalism at the San 
Salvatore site on 18 and 19 July when large tiles 
were removed (and some stolen) from Trenches 
2 and 5. Our crew was as hard-working, good-
humoured and efficient as in years past, and we 
encountered no other significant problems. 

 We had the opportunity to present our 
current research at a two public conferences in 
Bova and Bova Marina during July 2006. In 
addition a number of local residents visited the 
San Salvatore site, and we profited from the 
assistance of two local university students, 
Loredana Petruli and Tiziana Meduri. The 
interest and enthusiasm for our research of the 
local community was extremely rewarding. 
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2. 2006 FIELD SURVEY (DAVID YOON) 
 

2.1 Background and methods 
Due to the number of other tasks being 

carried out, we did relatively little field survey 
in 2006. Most of our work this year was 
concentrated in the Campi di Bova, in order to 
improve representation of the higher altitudes in 
our study, and a secondary priority was to re-
check several sites recorded in previous years, 
in order to clear up some uncertainties and 
gather additional evidence. 

The methods used in 2006 varied 
according to the goals for the specific location. 
For areas that had not been previously surveyed 
the same methods as in previous years were 
used, for the most part. The basic units were 
single fields or arbitrarily defined tracts called 
'areas', ranging in size from 0.4 to 1.5 hectares. 
All areas were walked in a series of parallel 
transects 10 meters apart, or as close an 
approximation to this as slope and vegetation 
allowed. In addition to this systematic transect 
field walking, some non-systematic 
reconnaissance was conducted for the purpose 
of planning future field walking; during the 
course of this, one new site was discovered. 
That site, along with part of a previously known 
site, was recorded by making surface 
collections from 10 m2 units arranged on a grid 
10 meters apart. Finally, when re-visiting sites 
that had been fully recorded in previous years, 
we made non-systematic ‘grab sample’ 
collections only when we noted materials that 
expanded on what was already known. 

Our survey work in 2006 was 
conducted on 6 days, with a single crew of 1 to 
3 persons each day, apart from the surface 
collections at San Salvatore (Site 70), in which 
a total of 9 persons participated for varying 
amounts of time in conjunction with other tasks 
related to the excavation there. Including an 
estimate for survey activity at San Salvatore 
gives an approximate total of about 23 person-
days of survey activity in 2006. We assigned 10 
new area numbers (408 to 417) and 1 new site 
number (70). We conducted systematic surface 
collections on two sites (Sites 59 and 70). Our 
transect field walking covered about 5.7 
hectares, all previously unsurveyed, and our 
systematic gridded collections covered about 
0.5 hectares in addition to this that were not 
included in any area of transect field walking, 
for a total area of about 6.2 hectares of field 

survey in 2006. The field walking areas and Site 
70 are shown in fig. 1. 

 

2. 2 Sites investigated in 2006 
One new site number was assigned in 

2006 (Site 70), and significant new data were 
also obtained for a few other sites. For an 
updated summary of all sites found so far, see 
Table 1. 

Site 13/43 (Pisciotta E/Turdari, Area 
47/224). Site, 0.2 ha? Prehistoric?, Roman. 
Sites 13 and 43 were originally identified in 
different years by different survey crews, and 
were recorded as being in different locations 
(Robb 1997; Yoon 2000). A re-visit by both 
crew leaders together established that they are 
in fact the same location. The site list has been 
corrected to show that these are one site rather 
than two. In addition to the Roman tile and 
pottery that had previously been noted, the re-
visit also yielded two fragments of what appears 
to be coarse prehistoric pottery with a burnished 
interior (the fabric also resembles early 
medieval cooking ware, but this is not normally 
burnished). 

Site 39 (Agrillei B, Area 165). Site, 0.1 
ha? Prehistoric, Roman. Site 39 was originally 
found in 2000 (Yoon 2000); during a re-visit in 
2006, it was noted that immediately up the slope 
from the prehistoric scatter already known there 
is a scatter of Roman pottery. The field at the 
top of the slope is enclosed by a fence and was 
not inspected during this re-visit, so it is not 
certain whether there is a larger concentration 
of Roman artifacts there. The Roman finds 
included one fragment of a cooking ware that 
contains fine angular black minerals, possibly 
Central Italian, as well as a rim fragment of a 
North African amphora, damaged at the lip but 
possibly of form Africana IIA of the third 
century. Together they indicate an early to mid-
imperial date. 

Site 59 (San Salvatore, Area 417). Site, 
0.4 ha. Greek. The surface collections carried 
out in 2004 (Foxhall and Yoon 2004) amply 
demonstrated the existence of a substantial site 
with a varied, but consistently classical Greek, 
artifact assemblage. The principal question left 
unanswered at that time was whether the 
surface artifact scatter extended farther to the 
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south along the ridge top than our systematic 
collection grid. Therefore, in conjunction with 
the geophysical survey and expanded 
excavations this year, we extended our 
collection grid to the south in order to determine 
the limits of the surface artifact scatter. The 
combined results from 2004 and 2006 are 
shown in figs. 2-5. These maps show that the 
concentrated artifact scatter does in fact come to 
an end at the southern edge of the 2004 
collection grid, but obviously that could not be 
known with any confidence until we had 
established that the artifact density declines 
rapidly to the south of that edge. Thus, this 
year’s collections have enabled us to give a 
more precise estimate of the site's size (defined 
in here, to be consistent with the other survey 
data, as the extent of the concentrated surface 
artifact scatter, without reference to the 
subsurface evidence discussed elsewhere in this 
report): approximately 0.4 hectares. 

Site 69 (Agrapida, Area 402). Scatter. 
Prehistoric. This location was re-examined in 
order to check whether closer and more careful 
search could find any concentration of 
prehistoric material associated with the two 
prehistoric pottery fragments found in 2005 
(Yoon 2005). In our re-visit, despite very good 
ground visibility, no prehistoric artifacts of any 
sort were discovered, so it is likely that the finds 
in 2005 were either sporadic off-site artifacts or 
a result of erosion from a site located 
somewhere higher up the hill, rather than 
evidence of a site in this specific location. 

Site 70 (Monte Grosso, Area 416). Site, 0.2 
ha. Greek, Medieval? During a day of non-
systematic reconnaissance to investigate 
accessibility of locations for future field 
walking and feasibility of methods for 
conducting survey where the ground is 
obscured by pine needles, several artifacts were 
observed at the summit of Monte Grosso. Like 
San Salvatore (Site 70), this site is located on a 
hilltop that has been reforested with pine trees, 
and therefore similar problems of ground 
surface visibility obtain. The thick layer of 
decaying pine needles obscuring most of the 
ground surface means that on most of the site 
no surface artifacts can be seen unless the pine 
needles are cleared away. Therefore, in order to 
obtain a representative collection of artifacts, 
although the surrounding areas have not been 
systematically surveyed, we made a series of 
systematic collections from a grid representing 
a 10% sample of the site. 

The location of this site presents some 
interesting parallels to San Salvatore. Like San 
Salvatore, it is at the top of a hill along the 
northern edge of the Campi di Bova, 
overlooking interior valleys. The environmental 
conditions are similar, as is the altitude (1307 m 
above sea level at Monte Grosso). There is a flat 
area at the top of the hill, but it is much smaller 
than the flat area at San Salvatore: only about 
10 x 20 meters at Monte Grosso, and this is 
likely to be partly artificial (possibly related to 
past modern use of the hilltop for surveying). 

Given these physical parallels, it is 
interesting that the principal component of the 
artifact assemblage in our collections is 
classical Greek. This component is very similar 
to the assemblage from San Salvatore: black-
gloss pottery with a high-quality, fully black 
slip; amphoras in a local fabric imitating the 
Corinthian B form; roof tiles with wide, low 
flanges; and cooking ware that varies from the 
typical classical cooking ware found at the 
Umbro Greek site to a thicker, coarser fabric 
that resembles prehistoric wares, also found at 
San Salvatore. Only a small amount of burnt 
mudbrick was found, though. The most notable 
difference from San Salvatore is that a 
substantial minority of the assemblage does not 
appear to be classical Greek. This remainder is 
quite varied, but much of it most closely 
resembles finds from other sites thought to be 
medieval (beige sherd-tempered plainware, 
orange-brown sherd-tempered plainware, 
pinkish-orange micaceous plainware, coarse 
gray cooking ware, and gritty brown cooking 
ware), although some of these could just as well 
be late Roman or early modern (or even, in the 
case of the beige sherd-tempered plainware, 
possibly Greek), and of course it cannot be 
excluded that the coarser cooking ware 
fragments may actually be prehistoric rather 
than a Greek-period product resembling 
prehistoric wares. 

 

2. 3 Discussion 
Certainly the most remarkable 

discovery in our survey this year is the Greek 
site at the top of Monte Grosso. The site at San 
Salvatore is no longer unique in our study area 
as a classical Greek site at a high elevation in 
the interior. San Salvatore had already indicated 
a more complex landscape than is usually 
associated with the Greek settlement in southern 
Italy; the presence of more than one such site 
within a fairly small area suggests that the 
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complexity is even greater than we supposed. 
There is no reason to suppose that the site at 
Monte Grosso is structurally similar to the one 
at San Salvatore: Monte Grosso’s hilltop 
provides no suitable location for the sort of 
large structural complex revealed by 
geophysical survey at San Salvatore. Thus, 
although the sites may have been similar in 
many respects, there is probably considerable 
differentiation even within the Greek 
occupation of the interior highlands. 

Clearly, additional survey in the Campi 
di Bova is necessary in order to understand the 
relationships these sites may have had with each 
other (since they are roughly of the same 
period, it is possible that they may even have 
been occupied contemporaneously) as well as 
with other sites at lower altitudes, and to 
investigate whether more such sites exist in the 
Campi. This will present significant 
methodological challenges, however, because 
the pine reforestation that covers much of the 
area of the Campi, especially in the higher 
northern part, makes ordinary fieldwalking 
survey completely ineffective. In order to do 
survey successfully in this environment, it will 
be necessary to use methods that involve 
clearing the pine needles off the ground at 
regular intervals, in order to have any chance of 

seeing artifacts smaller than a large chunk of 
tile or brick. This will undoubtedly be much 
slower than ordinary fieldwalking. 

The probable medieval component at 
Monte Grosso is less surprising but also 
important, since remains of that period are 
relatively rare in our survey. Once again, the 
tendency for medieval evidence to be found on 
hilltops and interior locations is reinforced. The 
evidence from the other sites, although less 
spectacular, represents important progress in 
improving the quality and completeness of our 
data as we move toward publication of the 
survey in future years. 

The sites visited or discovered this 
year do not appear to be under immediate threat 
of destruction, although in the longer term 
erosion may present a threat to a possible 
feature observed at Site 13/43 (an alignment of 
stones and bricks that may represent an ancient 
wall, observed in a steep bank in the central part 
of the site). Site 70 is in a zone of reforestation, 
and land use has not changed at the other sites 
since they were previously studied. No current 
construction activity was noted around any of 
these sites. 
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Fig. 1: Survey map, overall area, 2006. 
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Fig. 2: San Salvatore surface collections, 2004-2006, total artifacts. 
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Fig. 3: San Salvatore surface collections, 2004-2006, burnt mudbrick. 
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Fig. 4: San Salvatore surface collections, 2004-2006, roof tile fragments. 
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Fig. 5: San Salvatore surface collections, 2004-2006, pottery fragments. 
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Table 1: Total site list as of 2006 
 
Site Area Type Size Date Name 
1 2 site ca. 1 ha? P Canturatta a/San Pasquale 
2 2,3,50 site ca. 2 ha? R Canturatta b 
3 5 site ca. 0.5 ha P Pisciotta a 
4 6 site  R Pisciotta b 
5 7 site 0.4 ha P Pisciotta c 
6 9,10,83 site ca. 4 ha R Deri a/San Pasquale 
7 10,84 site ca. 1 ha P Deri b 
8 13 scatter — P,R Pisciotta d 
9 16 site ca. 0.15 ha P Umbro a 
10 26 site ca. 0.5 ha Med,Mod Torre Crisafi 
11 28,29 site 0.15 ha P?,R,Med? Cimitero 
12 30-37etc. site ca. 8 ha P,G,R,Mod Mazza 
13/43 47 site ca. 0.2 ha P?,R Pisciotta e/Turdari 
14 51,55,206 site ca. 1.0 ha R Panaghia a 
15 52 site ? P Agrillei 
16 58 site 0.4 ha P Umbro b/Limaca 
17 66 scatter — P Limaca 
18 24 site 0.2 ha G Umbro c/Umbro Greek 
19 72 scatter? ? G? Penitenzeria 
20 76 scatter — R Buccisa a 
21 79 scatter — P Buccisa b 
22 88,89 site > 1.5 ha R,Med Sideroni/Amigdala 
23 91 scatter — P Carusena 
24 96,158 site ca. 0.15 ha R Zaccaria 
25 98 site ca. 0.6 ha P,Med,Mod Sant’Aniceto 
26 99 site ? R Climarda 
27 100 site < 0.01 ha R?/Med? Vadicamo 
28 101 site ? P Papagallo 
29 8,81,82,87 scatter — R Pisciotta f 
30 130 site ca. 0.35 ha P Umbro d 
31 133 site ca. 0.15 ha P Umbro e/Penitenzeria 
32 136 site 0.5 ha P,R Marcasita a 
33 117 site ca. 0.01 ha? G Cromidi 
34 123 site < 0.1 ha R Vunemo 
35 104 scatter — R Cecilia 
36 143 scatter — R Panaghia b 
37 145,196 scatter — G?,R? Panaghia c 
38 6 site 0.15 ha R Pisciotta g 
39 165 site 0.1 ha P,R Agrillei b 
40 169 site 0.05 ha P Agrillei c 
41 137,214 site ca. 0.3 ha? R Marcasita b 
42 198,208 site ca. 0.5 ha R Panaghia d 
44 240 site ca. 0.08 ha? G Grappidà a 
45 241-246 site > 1.9 ha P,Med,Mod Bova castello 
46 197 site? 0.09 ha P,R L’Annunziata a 
47 237 site 0.1 ha R Filiciana a 
48 231? scatter? — R ? 
49 212 scatter — Med? Agrillei d 
50 211 scatter — R,Med? L’Annunziata b 
51 201,203 site 0.15 ha P?,G,R San Precopio 
52 258 site 0.15 ha P?,Med Grappidà b 
53 285 site 0.05 ha R Limaccaria a 
54 235 site? 0.01 ha Med? Filiciana b 
55 315 site 0.08 ha P Penitenzeria b 
56 316 site 0.4 ha P Penitenzeria c 
57 317 site 0.25 ha P,R,Med Alupu 
58 322 site 0.17 ha R,Med? Vaghi 
59 318,417 site 0.4 ha G San Salvatore 
60 345 site 0.1 ha R Limaccaria b 
61 346 site 0.8 ha P,G,R,Med? Limaccaria c 
62 346 scatter — R Limaccaria d 
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63 348 scatter — Med? Limaccaria e 
64 28 scatter — P Cimitero b 
65 365 scatter — Med? Visco 
66 386 site 0.05 ha R, Med? Cavalli 
67/68 396,406 site 0.25 ha R?,Med Travi 
69 402 scatter — P Agrapida 
70 416 site 0.2 ha G,Med? Monte Grosso 
 
P = prehistoric; G = Greek; R = Roman; Med = medieval; Mod = modern. 
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3. GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY (MAGNETOMETRY AND RESISTIVITY) AND 
TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY AT SAN SALVATORE (MARK GILLINGS AND JEREMY 

TAYLOR) 
 
 

3.1 The geophysical surveys 
Geophysical surveys using soil 

resistivity and magnetometry techniques were 
carried out on the hilltop at San Salvatore in 
order to better characterise the nature of the 
subsurface remains of the site identified by 
previous surface artefact collection and test 
pitting (Foxhall 2004; 2005). 

The magnetometry survey was carried 
out using a FM36 fluxgate gradiometer taking 
readings at a 0.25 m sample interval (north-
south) along traverses 0.5m apart (east-west). 
This close interval was chosen in order to try to 
produce a plot of as high a resolution as 
possible of the likely anomaly structure of the 
buried remains. In all, 14 full or partial 20 x 20 
m grids were surveyed (a total area of c. 0.5 ha) 
over the hilltop and a narrow but relatively flat 
spur of land running away to the south. The 
preliminary results of this survey can be seen in 
figs. 6 and 7 below. 

Immediately apparent in fig. 6 is the 
very strong series of magnetic anomalies 
forming a broadly rectangular enclosure 
measuring approximately 34 m north to south 
by 29 m east to west. The magnitude of all these 
anomalies is very great, and in places along the 
western, and south western sides, signal 
strength exceeded the operating range of the 
instrument. Both the anomaly size and strength 
of these latter features suggest the presence of 
strongly magnetized structures or the debris 
associated with them along the outer edge of the 
western side of the enclosure and at the western 
end of its southern side. The pattern of 
anomalies and their strength elsewhere around 
the enclosure would suggest the presence of a 
c.3-5 m wide swathe of magnetically enhanced 
structural remains and debris around all four 
sides of the enclosure. The presence of internal 
structure within this swathe is difficult to 
determine given the sheer strength of the 
magnetic signal of the buried remains though 
some semblance of a possible cellular structure 
may be apparent along the eastern side. The 
only apparent break around the perimeter of the 
enclosure would appear to be a gap 
approximately 3-4 m wide at the southern end 
of the western side. 

No further significant magnetic 
anomalies were detected within the interior of 
the enclosure, the narrow faint east to west 
stripes apparent in fig. 6 being the result of 
bedding trenches dug for the trees currently 
covering the site. A similar effect seen running 
broadly north-south outside the western side of 
the enclosure and south west to north east at the 
southern edge of the survey are also the result 
of tree plantation trenches. 

Several potentially important 
anomalies are, however, visible along the 
narrow stretch of comparatively flat land to the 
south of the enclosure. Some 10 m south of the 
south western corner of the enclosure lies an 
isolated positive anomaly, approximately 4-5 m 
across. 10 m to the east of this are a cluster of 
smaller positive anomalies. These are largely 
ferromagnetic in origin and correspond with the 
location of a former excavation trench. Further 
south, cutting west northwest to east southeast 
across the survey are three broad but weak 
positive anomalies. Their somewhat diffuse 
outline may suggest they are of geological 
origin but their size, location and shape indicate 
they could equally be the buried remains of 
large weakly magnetic archaeological features. 

The soil resistivity survey was carried 
out over an area of 40 x 40 m over the main 
concentration of rubble and artefactual material 
across the top of the hill. A RM15 resistivity 
meter was used to take readings at 1m sample 
intervals along traverses set 1m apart. High 
contact resistance due to the thin soil, as well as 
the large quantities of surface rubble and other 
debris apparent in a broadly rectangular spread 
around the fringes of the hilltop meant that 
significant numbers of measurements could not 
be taken and were replaced with dummy 
readings. Over an approximately 28 x 26 m area 
within the core of the survey, however, 
conditions were reasonably good, the results of 
which can be seen in fig. 7. This area of survey 
corresponds with the interior of the enclosure 
detected by the magnetometry survey and as 
with the former there is little evidence of 
significant geophysical anomalies. The further 
archaeological significance of this evidence is 
discussed in conjunction with the results of the 
topographical survey below. 
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Fig. 6: Results of the magnetometry survey. North 
at the top, width of plot is 60m. 

 
Fig. 7: Results of the resistivity survey. Plot is 
40x40m  
 
 

3.2 The topographical survey 
Both to complement and contextualise 

the magnetometer and resistivity surveys, a 
detailed topographic survey was carried out 
across the hilltop. At present the hilltop is 
covered in trees with, in places, a significant 
mat of leaf litter and debris masking more 
subtle variations in the surface topography. 
Using a total-station a quasi-regular (i.e. paced) 
grid of survey spot-heights was taken, 
supplemented by additional spot-heights in 
areas of rapidly changing terrain and where 
earthworks were visible. The aim was 
effectively to strip the hilltop of trees and 
surface debris to reveal the detail of the 
underlying topography. 

The resultant mesh of 1251 measured 
spot-heights was used to construct a 
topographic model (Triangulated Irregular 
Network – TIN) from which a smoothed surface 
model was interpolated (figs. 8 and 9). 

Two features are of note in the 
resultant surface models. The first concerns the 
position of the enclosure, located at the highest 
point of this projecting spur of land. The second 
concerns the enclosure itself which appears to 
be both regular and rectangular in shape. These 
features are perhaps most clearly seen through a 
perspectival view and figs. 10 and 11 offer two 
different views of the hilltop (looking SW and S 
respectively). 
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Fig. 8: Terrain model (TIN). 

 
Fig. 9: Hillshade of Digital Elevation Model 
(DEM). 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 10: The enclosure viewed from the NW 
(the enclosure corresponds to the highest point 
of the hilltop shaded blue in the image). 

 
Fig. 11:T the enclosure viewed from the N. 
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3.3 Integrating topography and 
geophysical survey results 
If we combine the surface model with the 
results of the magnetometry survey a close 
correspondence is immediately apparent 
between the rectangular earthwork seen in figs. 
8-11 and the high magnetic anomaly, 
confirming the structural nature of this feature 
(figs. 12 and 13). It is also clear from the 
composite image that the linear cultivation 
features that characterise the areas around the 

enclosure closely follow the contours around 
the hill, the discrete blocks defined on the basis 
of orientation mapping closely to changes in 
slope and aspect. It is also clear that the linear 
magnetic anomaly that runs across the survey 
grid to the S of the enclosure serves to cut 
across the saddle of land leading up to the 
enclosure. Whether connected to the 
construction of the enclosure or the later tree-
planting, this features serves effectively to 
isolate the enclosure on its promontory. 

 

 

  
Fig. 12: The enclosure (shaded topography). Fig. 13: The magnetometer survey. 
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4. EXCAVATIONS AT SAN SALVATORE (LIN FOXHALL) 

 
 

4.1 Introduction 
San Salvatore (site 59) is located on a 

hilltop, 1260 m above sea level, in the Campi di 
Bova, north of Bova Superiore just off the road 
to Rogudi (fig. 14-16). The land on which the 
site is located is owned by the Comune di Bova. 
A dirt road runs along the eastern side of the 
hill, then swings around to a picnic area north 
of the summit. The hilltop is presently covered 
in pine trees planted, according to local 
informants, about 1960. Fortunately this tree 
planting was done by hand, by digging shallow 
trenches about 40 cm deep using a wide bladed 
hoe (zappa), and planting the trees in straight 
rows running more or less E-W. Therefore, 
although the surface levels of the site are 
somewhat disturbed, the site has not been 
damaged by deep-ploughing. Before the trees 
were planted the hill was apparently covered in 
scrub vegetation and the land was used only by 
local shepherds. However, it must certainly be 
important for the location of the ancient site that 
it is close to some of the best agricultural land 
in the region, the Campi di Bova, cultivated for 
cereals from Bova Superiore until at least the 
1960s. 

 

 
Fig. 15: San Salvatore, S side of hill. 

 

The first indication of the presence of a 
Greek site in the area came at the end of the 
2002 season, when John Robb returned from a 
family picnic in the Campi di Bova with a 
several sherds, one of which was a fragment of 
black-glazed fine ware and thus certainly 
Greek. At the end of the 2003 season, a larger 
picnic party set out to investigate whether this 
sherd had been an isolated chance find and 
discovered the site. During the 2004 season the 

site was systematically surveyed and surface 
samples were collected (Foxhall 2004). The site 
was found to be at least 850 m2 in extent. 
During the 2005 season, building on the results 
of the systematic survey in 2004, a limited 
geophysical survey using a fluvial gradiometer 
was undertaken on the top of the hill, 
preliminary to small test excavations on the site. 
In 2006 more intensive geophysical survey of 
the site was carried out at a higher resolution 
and a full topographic map was made (section 3 
of this report). 

 

 
Fig. 14: San Salvatore, summit of hill. 

 
Fig. 16: San Salvatore, ridge in southern part of  
hill summit. 

 

Even with the heavy cover of pine 
needles, numerous artefacts, especially roof tiles 
were visible on the surface. Just below the 
southern side of the hill summit, a line of stones 
suggesting a possible wall were visible. The 
summit of the hill consists of a large flat area. 
On the southern part of the summit itself, 
running slightly to the north of W-E, there is a 
substantial rocky hump or ridge about 20 m in 
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length, perhaps indicating the location of a 
collapsed wall or structure (this was also an area 
of high magnetic anomalies, Trench 3). A large 
rock pile at the NE corner of the hill summit 
and similar but smaller rock piles in the NW 
corner and at either end of the southern hump 
(i.e., SW and SE corners) suggest the presence 
of small towers at the corners of the original 
structure. The 2006 high-resolution geophysical 
survey has revealed that the flat hill top is 
surrounded by a wall, creating an almost square 
enclosure approximately 34 m (N-S) by 29 m 
(E-W). Although the perimeter walls are 
substantial, they do not appear sufficiently 
robust to have been intended as a military 
fortification. Along the interior face of the walls 
there appear to be ‘rooms’ – these are 
particularly visible in the area of Trench 2. The 
highest magnetic anomalies, on the slopes just 
outside the western wall of the enclosure, 
appear to be an area of industrial activity 
(Trench 5). The central area of the enclosure 
may have served as working and living space 
(Trench 7). The flat area to the south of the site 
also appears to have been utilized, and there 
may have been secondary structures (Trench 8), 
and other features such as ditches, middens or 
gardens in this area. 

 

4.2 Research questions and the 
importance of the site 

Any standard work on the Greek 
occupation of Magna Graecia will inform the 
reader that the Greeks clung to the lowland 
coastal areas of the region when they founded 
their settlements. The location of San Salvatore, 
at 1260 m asl and 20 km inland from the coast 
via the shortest modern road, suggests that this 
view needs revision. The site is about 
equidistant from the ancient poleis of Rhegion 
(modern Reggio Calabria) and Locri 
Epizephyrii. However, both cities are about 50 
km away from the site and would have been 
difficult to reach in antiquity: the easiest way 
would probably have been to travel down to the 
sea then proceed by boat along the coast. 

The site raises many questions for our 
understanding of both the Greek occupation of 
the region and the long-term use and 
inhabitation of the whole landscape of Bova and 
Bova Marina. Our investigations of the site aim 
to address the following questions:  

• Length of occupation at the site: when 
was this site first occupied by 

‘Greeks’, and had it been previously 
occupied? There are certainly 
prehistoric finds appearing in the area 
(see the report on survey 2005), and 
some of the material from the 
systematic sampling of the site in 2004 
appeared to be prehistoric (see Foxhall 
2004) The most obvious phase of the 
site visible at present appears to be 
classical Greek, but we do not yet have 
a full stratigraphic sequence. 

• Why and how did the occupants of this 
site live here? As noted above, the site 
is in close proximity to excellent 
agricultural land, but, as explained in 
more detail below, there is also 
considerable evidence of industrial 
activity at the site. 

• Relationship of the site to other sites in 
the region over the long term: survey 
in 2006 has revealed a similar site 
nearby on Monte Grosso (see section 2 
of this report). How do the inhabitants 
of these upland sites interact with any 
occupiers of Bova whether in classical 
Greek times or in other periods? How 
might they have related to the isolated 
‘farmstead’ sites at lower altitudes 
such as the Umbro Greek site? Did 
these sites have connections with the 
larger ‘village’-type site at Mazza? 
How might these relationships have 
changed over time? 

• Exploring the political, social and 
economic landscapes of ancient 
Rhegion and Locri Epizephyrii: Was 
this site formally and conceptually part 
of the social, political and economic 
fabric of a polis? If so, how was it 
integrated with that polis? Directly, as 
part of a large estate? Or, was the site’s 
relationship to a polis negotiated 
through one of the local second order 
settlements such as the ‘village’ site of 
Mazza, or whatever classical 
settlement existed at Bova? 

• The last question leads to a further 
important question about the nature of 
‘Greekness’ in the region. Although 
the material culture evident at San 
Salvatore is prima facie ‘Greek’, 
though perhaps with some interesting 
variations, how ‘Greek’ did the 
inhabitants consider themselves to be? 
Or indeed, how ‘Greek’ did inhabitants 
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of e.g., Mazza or Rhegion consider 
them? What relationship, if any, might 
the site be shown to have had with 
indigenous peoples of the region? 
Evidence collected thus far suggests 
that the notion of ‘Greekness’ in this 
part of Magna Graecia was nuanced 
and complex, and that San Salvatore 
may reveal the workings of some of 
those complexities. It may well be that 
any idea of a firm boundary between 
‘Greeks’ and ‘others’ is blurred here, 
and the site in its larger landscape 
context my allow us to transcend the 
dichotomy of ‘Greeks’ and ‘others’. 

San Salvatore has the potential to be an 
exceptionally important site for addressing the 
issues of identity within the political, social and 
economic hierarchies of the landscapes of 
Magna Graecia during the Greek archaic, 
classical and perhaps Hellenistic periods. 

 

4.3 Excavations in 2006 
4.3.1 Introduction 

The methodology of excavation was 
the same as that used for the Umbro Greek site 
in the 2000-05 seasons. Trenches were laid out 
in 1 x 1 m square units. They were excavated in 
arbitrary 10 cm levels, but stratigraphic units 
(‘contexts’) took priority. Hence within a single 
10 cm level, more than one context might be 
recorded, and conversely, a single context could 
span more than one level. Finds were bagged by 
square, level, and context/stratum, and bags 
were dated. All finds were counted and 
weighed. 

The datum point for the site grid for 
San Salvatore was established some distance to 
the north of the site, by the road, since there 
were no appropriate bedrock outcrops on which 
to establish a permanent datum point closer. 
Because of this, all squares for San Salvatore 
are designated by S and E coordinates rather 
than by N and E coordinates. For ease of 
measurement a secondary reference point was 
established on the ridge in the southern part of 
the summit of the hill. 

Two of the trial trenches laid out in 
2005. Trench 2 and Trench 3 were expanded. 
Trenches 1 and 4 from 2005 were not opened 
this year. In addition, on the basis of 1) the 
results of the 2006 magnetometric survey, and 
2) features visible on the ground, five new 

trenches were laid out: Trenches 5, 6, 7, 8 and 
9. Of these Trenches 5, 7 and 8 were excavated. 
Since all trenches are located at some distance 
from each other, the levels used are independent 
for each trench, but where possible the 0 points 
have also been calibrated to the secondary 
reference point so that levels for different 
trenches can be easily linked to each other 
across the site. 

4.3.2 Trench 2  

Trench 2 (figs. 17, 19, 23) measured 1 
x 1 m and was located on the N-S linear 
anomaly running along the E side of square 2 in 
the magnetometric survey, north of the large E-
W ridge, close to the eastern edge of the 
summit. No features were visible on the surface. 
The ground level of northeast corner of square 
56s/86e was -153 cm below the secondary 
reference point. 

The upper levels of this square were 
considerable disturbed, including a number of 
medium-sized rocks, probably in part from the 
tree-planting. However, below about -40 cm a 
thick stratum of broken tile mixed with large 
chunks of mudbrick was revealed. In 2005 the 
tile layer (context 204, US7) appeared to be a 
coherent context, and the fact that tiles were in 
relatively small pieces and lying at random 
angles suggested that this context represented a 
dump of broken tile rather than a collapsed roof. 
Further excavation in 2006 suggests a more 
complex picture. 

In 2006 Trench 2 was expanded 1 m to 
the north and 4 m to the west to create a 5 x 2 
trench, running across a major linear anomaly 
visible in the geophysical survey identified as 
the eastern external wall of the enclosure. The 
magnetometry results suggested that there might 
be rooms along along the internal face of the 
enclosure wall, which would be transceted by 
the expanded trench. The new squares added 
were: 55s/86e, 55s/85e, 56s/85e, 55s/84e, 
56s/84e, 55s/83e, 56s/83e, 55s/82e, 56s/82e. 
The excavation results for 2006 largely confirm 
this hypothesis, although the precise 
relationship of roofed, internal spaces to the 
eastern external wall of the enclosure are not yet 
clear. A full stratigraphic sequence will help 
clarify these spatial relationships, but further 
expansion of the trench will also be necessary. 

Four additional contexts were 
identified (contexts 205, 206, 207, 208 [US13, 
14, 15, 16]), as outlined below, in addition to 
those discovered in 2005: 
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Fig. 17: San Salvatore, Tr. 2 plan at end of 2006 season. 
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Context 201 (US4): This context 
consists of the topsoil under the pine needles in 
all squares (55s/86e, 56s/86e, 55s/85e, 56s/85e, 
55s/84e, 56s/84e, 55s/83e, 56s/83e, 55s/82e, 
56s/82e). It is fine, loose, powdery and dry in 
consistency, and is penetrated by many small 
roots. It may consist largely of humus resulting 
from decayed pine needles and other vegetation 
mixed with clayey loam. The soil is dark brown 
in colour (Munsell 7.5YR3/3-7.5YR3/4). 
Artefacts consisted largely of small, worn 
fragments of tile, with only a few sherds of 
pottery. The highest elevation of this context is 
-4 cm, the lowest is -25 cm, and the maximum 
depth of deposit is 9 cm. 

Context 202 (US5): This context is 
comprised of slightly firmer, damper soil, 
located under the dry humic soil of context 201 
(US4). It appears in all squares. Soil consists of 
a clayey, humic loam, which becomes powdery 
when excavated, and is dark brown to dark 
yellowish brown in colour (Munsell 5YR3/2 to 
10YR4/4). This stratum is more yellow in 
colour and more compacted than context 201 
(US4). There were some large rocks, a number 
of small schist fragments and numerous tile and 
mudbrick fragments, but little pottery. The 
highest elevation of this context is -12 cm, the 
lowest is -28 cm, and the maximum depth of 
deposit is 43 cm. 

Context 203 (US6): This context is 
very like context 202 (US5) in consistency, but 
a bit more compact and clayey. It was identified 
only in the 2005 test excavations and is 
probably identical with context 202 (US5). 
When excavated, however, the soil becomes 
powdery. The soil is a fine clayey loam with a 
high humic content, strong brown in colour 
(Munsell 7.5YR4/6). This stratum included a 
number of large rocks, as well as a number of 
pieces of tile and a few pieces burnt mudbrick, 
but only two ceramic fragments. It is covered by 
context 202 (US5) and covers and fills context 
204 (US7). The highest elevation of this context 
is -25 cm, the lowest is -63 cm, and the 
maximum depth of deposit is 38 cm. 

Context 204 (US7): This context 
consists of a dense, think layer of broken tiles in 
square 56s/86e. In 2005 these tiles appeared to 
have been dumped rather than fallen directly 
from a roof: although some were lying flat, 
many were at an angle. Large amounts of burnt 

mudbrick were incorporated in the tile deposit, 
and the tiles appeared to be lying on a layer of 
burnt mudbrick (not excavated in 2005 or 
2006). This context is covered (and infilled) by 
contexts 202 and 203 (US 5 and 6). The highest 
elevation of this context is -43 cm, the lowest is 
-70 cm, and the maximum depth of deposit is 
17cm. As a result of expanded excavations in 
2006 it now seems likely that this is part of or 
closely related to contexts 205 (US13) and 208 
(US16), consisting of tile which probably fell 
from a roof (fig. 18). 

 
Fig. 18: San Salvatore, Tr. 2, top context 204 
(US7) in 2005. 

 Context 205 (US13): This context 
consisted of a layer of tile, mostly sitting on 
edge and consistently aligned as if fallen from a 
roof (figs. 20-21). Many of these tile fragments 
were very large, and were interspersed with 
fragments of mudbrick. The stratum is located 
in squares 56s/84e, 55s/84e, 55s/85e, 55s/86e, 
between what appears to be a wall to the west 
(context 206, US14) and a tumble of large 
stones to the east (context 207, US15), possible 
fallen from the external wall of the enclosure. 
This area may therefore represent internal 
space. In square 56s/84e a whole pot (globular 
lekythos) was discovered in the 40-50 cm level 
(fig. 22). Its location underneath the large tiles 
which probably came from a fallen roof, but 
well above the probable floor level, suggests 
that it fell from an upper storey. This stratum 
ranged from -21 cm to -55 cm in depth, and the 
maximum thickness was 17 cm. It appears to be 
sitting on a new context consisting of harder 
packed earth which may be a floor level (not 
excavated in 2006). On two occasions (18-19 
July) this stratum was vandalised, and several 
large tiles were removed. 
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Fig. 19: San Salvatore, Tr. 2 profiles at end of 2006 season. 
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Fig. 20: San Salvatore, Tr. 2, top context 205 
(US13). 

 
Fig. 21: San Salvatore, Tr. 2, context 205 
(US13). 

 
Fig. 22: San Salvatore, Tr. 2, context 205 
(US13), globular lekythos, in situ. 

Context 206 (US14): This context 
comprises a double line of large stones in 
squares 55s/83e and 56s/83e which are 
probably part of a wall running just W of N-S. 
Considerable amounts of mudbrick fragments 
are associated with this context. At present it is 
not clear precisely how this wall relates to the 
external wall of the enclosure. However, the 

roof tile of context 205 (US13) lies between 
context 206 (US14) and the eastern wall of the 
enclosure, suggesting that this context defined 
some kind of internal, roofed space. The top of 
this context is -30 cm in depth. The bottom and 
thickness of the context are presently unknown. 

Context 207 (US15): This context 
consists of a band of large schist rocks running 
roughly NE-SW located in squares 56s/85e, 
56s/86e, 55s/85e, 55s/86e. This is associated 
with large amounts of fragmentary burned 
mudbrick, sometimes in very large chunks. It 
seems probable that this stratum represents 
material fallen from the eastern external wall of 
the enclosure. This context ranges in depth from 
0 (in a few places) to -50 cm, and generally 
least 14 cm thick. 

Context 208 (US16): Located in 
squares 55s/86e and 56s/86e, this context 
consists of an area relatively devoid of stones, 
but containing very large amounts of burnt 
mudbrick with some roof tile. The relationship 
of the material in this context to other 
architectural elements in this trench is not yet 
clear. It is located close to (and was partially 
underneath) the large rock pile just outside 
Trench 2 to the north, so the material may be 
associated with fall from the eastern wall of the 
enclosure. It is probably either closely related to 
or part of the same context as context 204 
(US7). It ranges in depth from -36 to -50 cm. 
and is 14 cm thick at present. 

 
Fig. 23: San Salvatore, Tr. 2 from W at end of 
2006 season. Context 206 (US14) is clearly 
visible in the foreground. 

4.3.3 Trench 3 

In 2005 Trench 3 measured 1 x 1 m 
(square 67s/77e ) and was located on the north 
side of the large ridge running roughly E-W, 
along the southern side of the site. The location 
was chosen to hit the large magnetic anomaly 
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Fig. 24: Trench 3, end of season plan and profiles. 
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associated with this ridge. The ground level of 
northeast corner of square 67s/77e was -81 cm 
below the secondary reference point, and this 
was used as the level point in 2006. 

The original square (67s/77e), located 
in an area between two rows of trees, appears to 
have had a certain amount of earth and rock 
dumped on it when the trees were planted. As 
excavation proceeded it was clear that there 
were so many very large rocks in the square that 
excavation rapidly became impossible. After 
confirmation of the anomaly in the 2006 
geophysical survey, the trench was substantially 
enlarged to 8 x 3 m. The new squares excavated 
are: 63s/77e, 63s/78e, 64s/77e, 64s/78e, 
64s/79e, 65s/77e, 65s/78e, 65s/79e, 66s/77e, 
66s/78e, 66s/79e, 67s/77e, 67s/78e, 67s/79e, 
68s/77e, 68s/78e, 68s/79e, 69s/77e, 69s/78e, 
69s/79e, 70s/77e, 70s/78e, 70s, 79e. 

At present Trench 3 is confusing and 
difficult to interpret. Excavation in 2006 has 
picked up the modern two tree trenches 
(contexts 306 and 307, US21 and 22), but has 
not reached the strata below them. The upper 
strata of this trench are covered with rocks 
apparently fallen from structural walls. A 
double-faced wall (context 308, US23) running 
a few degrees to the west of N-S appears to be 
emerging in squares 64s/77e, 64s/78e, 65s/77e, 
65s/78e, 66s/77e, 66s/78e, 67s/77e, 67s/78e, 
68s/78e, 69s/78e, 69s/70e, but its line remains 
obscured by rock fall. There may also be a 
second wall (context 309, US24) running 
roughly NE-SW in squares 64s/78e, 64s/79e, 
65s/77e, 65s/78e, 65s/79e. This second wall 
may form a corner with the first N-S wall in the 
center of square 65s/78e. The presence of 
substantial amounts of tile which appears to be 
inside the ‘corner’ but also roughly follows the 
wall lines in squares 64s/78e, 64s/79e, 65s/78e 
and 65s/79e may suggest that this area was 
interior space covered by a roof. Large 
quantities of burnt mudbrick in squares 64s/77e, 
64s/78e, 65s/78e, 65s/79e and 66s/77e also 
appear to be associated with the two walls. 
However, further excavation and clearance of 
the rock fall will be essential to make sense of 
the architecture in this area of the site. 

Only one context was identified in 
2005. In 2006 six more contexts were added 
(contexts 302-307, US17-22): 

Context 301 (US8): This was the only 
discernable context in the original trench 
(square 67s/77e) in 2005. It was also found 
covering all other squares in the 2006 

excavations. It consisted of the topsoil under the 
pine needles. It is fine, loose, powdery and dry 
in consistency. It may be formed largely of 
humus resulting from decayed pine needles and 
other vegetation mixed with fine clayey loam. 
The soil is reddish brown in colour, (Munsell 
5YR4/3-5YR4/4) Some small rocks, lumps of 
burned mudbrick and a considerable number of 
rather worn and tumbled tile fragments were 
found but generally there was little pottery. The 
stratum ranges from -2 cm to -29 cm, and the 
maximum depth of the deposit is 27 cm. 

Context 302 (US17): This context 
covers all squares. It consists of redder, moister 
and more compacted topsoil, with less humic 
content than context 301 (US8). The soil is a 
powdery, fine clayey loam containing a few 
small rocks (mostly schist). It is reddish brown 
in colour (Munsell 5YR5/4-5YR4/4). It is 
located in and around many large rocks, a 
number of which appear to have fallen from 
walls. There is a substantial amount of burned 
mudbrick and a few tile fragments, but little 
pottery. This context begins at about -12 cm and 
nominally stops at about -40 cm with a 
maximum thickness of 18 cm, although the soil 
surrounding the rocks in contexts 303-307 
(US18-22) is identical to the soil of this context. 

Context 303 (US18): This context is 
the roughly E-W broad band of rock fall in the 
centre of the trench between the two modern 
tree trenches (contexts 306 and 306, US21 and 
22). It appears in squares 65s/78e, 65s/79e, 
66s/77e, 66s/78e, 66s/79e, 67s/77e, 67s/78e, 
67s/79e. There are considerable areas of 
mudbrick in the northern part of this context, 
probably associated with the walls of contexts 
308 and 309 (US23 and 24). The soil is 
identical with context 302 (US17) in character, 
a powdery, fine clayey loam, reddish brown in 
colour (Munsell 5YR5/4-5YR4/4). Relatively 
few artefacts other than tile fragments and burnt 
mudbrick were present. This stratum became 
identifiable at about -12 cm and goes to a depth 
of -46 cm. It is at least 30 cm in thickness 
although its full depth is presently uncertain. 

Context 304 (US19): This context 
comprises the band of rock tumble, consisting 
of (mostly) schist rocks of all sizes, running 
roughly E-W north of the northerly modern tree 
trench (context 306, US21). It is present in 
squares 63s/77e, 63s/78e, 64s/77e, 64s/78e, 
64s/79e. It also appears to be adjacent to the 
walls of contexts 308 and 309 (US23 and 24). 
The soil is identical with context 302 (US17) in 
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character, a powdery, fine clayey loam, reddish 
brown in colour (Munsell 5YR5/4-5YR4/4). 
Relatively few artefacts other than tile 
fragments and burnt mudbrick were present. 
This stratum became identifiable at about -14 
cm and goes to a depth of -50 cm. It is at least 
30 cm in thickness although its full depth is 
presently uncertain. 

Context 305 (US20): This context 
comprises the band of rock tumble, consisting 
of (mostly) schist rocks of all sizes, running 
roughly E-W, south of the southerly modern 
tree trench (context 307, US22). It is present in 
squares 68s/77e, 68s/78e, 68s/79e, 69s/77e, 
69s/78e, 69s/79e, 70s/77e, 70s/78e, 70s/79e. It 
also appears to be adjacent to the wall of 
contexts 308 (US23). The soil is identical with 
context 302 (US17) in character, a powdery, 
fine clayey loam, reddish brown in colour 
(Munsell 5YR5/4-5YR4/4). Relatively few 
artefacts other than occasional tile fragments 
and burnt mudbrick were present. This stratum 
became identifiable at about -25 cm and goes to 
a depth of -70 cm. It is at least 30 cm in 
thickness although its full depth is presently 
uncertain. 

Context 306 (US21): Line of (or at 
least near) the bottom of the modern tree trench 
N of context 303 (US18), running more or less 
E-W. This context is located in squares 64s/78e, 
64s/79e, 65s/77e, 65s/78e, 65s/79e, 66s/77e. 
Considerable amounts of mudbrick present, and 
artefacts appear more dense than in other parts 
of the site. A number of tiles lying flat or on 
edge are present at the edges of this context. 
Fine powdery, clayey soil which is quite dry 
and yellowish red (Munsell 6YR5/6-5YR4/6 in 
colour. This context appears at -23 at the 
highest point, but has not been excavated, so the 
thickness is unknown. 

Context 307 (US22): Line of or near 
the bottom of the modern tree trench S of 
context 303, running E-W. This context is 
located in squares 68s/77e, 68s/78e, 68s/79e. 
this context partially cuts the line of wall 308 
(US23). The very large rocks at the bottom of 
this context probably belong to the wall of 
context 308 (US23). Soil is a fine, clayey loam, 
with quite a high humic content, a rich reddish 
brown in colour (Munsell 7.5YR4/6). This 
context appears at -60 at the highest point, but 
has not been excavated, so the thickness is 
unknown. 

Context 308 (US23): Double-faced 
wall running a few degrees to the west of N-S 

in squares 64s/77e, 64s/78e, 65s/77e, 65s/78e, 
66s/77e, 66s/78e, 67s/77e, 67s/78e, 68s/78e, 
69s/78e, 69s/79e. The line of this wall remains 
obscured by rock fall. The faces of the wall 
appears to be constructed of large schist 
boulders for the most part, infilled with smaller 
rocks. Toward the northern end there is a 
considerable amount of burnt mudbrick. Many 
of the rocks also appear to be burnt. 

Context 309 (US24): Wall, possibly 
double faced, constructed of large schist 
boulders running roughly NE-SW in squares 
64s/78e, 64s/79e, 65s/77e, 65s/78e, 65s/79e. 
This wall may form a corner with the N-S wall 
(context 308, US23) in the centre of square 
65s/78e. Substantial amounts of tile lying flat or 
on edge appear ‘inside’ the ‘corner’ but also 
roughly follows the wall lines in squares 
64s/78e, 64s/79e, 65s/78e and 65s/79e. This 
may suggest that this area was interior space 
covered by a roof. However, the construction 
and line of the wall are difficult to follow, in 
part because of the surrounding rockfall, and 
also because the modern tree trench of context 
306 (US21) appears to cut through the wall. 

 

 
Fig. 25: San Salvatore, Tr. 3 from S, end of 
season. 

 

4.3.4 Trench 5 

Trench 5 is located on the western side 
of the site, in an area of exceptionally high 
magnetic anomalies as indicated by the 
geophysical survey. The trench is situated on 
the westward sloping ground, and both the 
topographical map and the excavation suggest 
that this area is just outside the main enclosure. 
It was initially laid out as 2 x 2 m, and this was 
extended during the season by 1 m to the N, S 
and W, creating a trench of 10 square metres 
(figs. 26-7). The eastern side of the trench meets 
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Fig. 26: Trench 5, end of season plan and profiles. 
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along the eastern edge of the trench, and may 
have fallen from a nearby roof (context 503, 
US27). In the northeastern corner of the trench 
a large heap of rounded pebbles, mostly 
flattened on one side, was discovered (context 
507, US31). These appear to have come from, 
or to have been intended for, the construction of 
a pebble floor. The lack of plaster or cement 
and the arrangement of the stones in a pile 
rather than a single layer suggest the floor, if 
such it was, was not in situ. 

 The large amount of vitrified 
mudbrick, burned rocks, and rocks glued 
together with vitrified mudbrick suggest that 
intense heat caused the extreme magnetic 
anomaly, and that the reason for this is likely to 
be industrial activity in this sector of the site. 
The finds in Trench 5 suggest that ovens or 
kilns were built in this area. This part of the site 
catches the wind from both the west and the 
north, so it is a logical setting for such 
installations. Although we have fragments and 
debris from their destruction we have not yet 
reached strata in the excavation of Trench 5 
which illuminate their construction and layout.  

At present the nature of this industrial 
activity is unclear. A large chunk of vitrified 
clay which appears to be kiln or oven lining 
collected in 2005 was analysed by Dr Roger 
Doonan, an archaeometallurgist and specialist 
in pyrotechnic technology at the University of 
Sheffield, UK. His analysis suggests that the 
clay was heated to a temperature of at least 
1050° C for extended periods of time. However, 
the sample he examined was definitely not used 
in manufacture of metal or glass. Since we have 
found no kiln wasters, it seems unlikely that the 
installation was a pottery kiln. At this stage it is 
difficult to imagine what other ancient industrial 
process used kilns or ovens at such high 
temperatures. 

Further excavation and scientific 
analysis is essential for understanding the 
function and operation of these intriguing 
industrial features. It will also be crucial to 
extend the trench to the east to determine the 
relationship of the industrial activity to the 
western wall of the main enclosure. 

 

 
Fig. 27: Trench 5 from S. 

Seven contexts were identified in the 
2006 excavations, contexts 501-507 (US25-31): 

Context 501 (US25): This context 
represents the topsoil stratum, mixed with much 
degraded, burnt mudbrick, and is found in all 
squares: 46s/58e, 47s/58e, 48s/58e, 49s/58e, 
46s/57e, 47s/57e, 48s/57e, 49s/57e, 47s/56e, 
48s/56e. It consists of a powdery, fine clayey 
loam, yellowish red (Munsell 5YR4/6) in 
colour. It contains many small rocks as well as 
chunks of tile and vitrified mudbrick, but little 
pottery. The stratum starts at 0, and runs to a 
depth of -67, but is never more than 20 cm 
thick. 

Context 502 (US26): This context 
consists of the moister and more compacted 
soil, reddish brown in colour (Munsell 
5YR4/6), with many lumps of mudbrick and 
large stones underneath context 501 (US25). 
None of the material appears to be in situ, and 
much of it, especially in the eastern sector of the 
trench appears to be debris dumped from the 
modern trench dug for the line of trees at the 
eastern edge of the trench. It covers all squares. 
This stratum begins at -7 cm and in the lowest 
(western) part of the trench goes to a depth of -
97. The maximum thickness is 27 cm. 

Context 503 (US27): This context 
consists of a line of large tile fragments along 
the eastern edge of the trench, lying more or 
less flat as if fallen from a roof. It appears in 
squares 46s/58e, 47s/58e, 48s/58e, 49s/58e. 
These were intermingled with many small and 
medium sized rocks and a considerable amount 
of burnt mudbrick. The surrounding soil was 
identical with context 502 (US26). The stratum 
begins at around -17 and continues to at least -
30 cm, with a thickness of at least 13 cm, al 
though it has not yet been fully excavated. On 
two occasions (18-19 July) this stratum was 
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vandalised, and several large tiles were 
removed. 

Context 504 (US28): This context was 
initially identified as an alignment of large 
schist rocks intermingled with many chunks of 
burnt mudbrick which might be a wall running 
N-S about 70 cm wide, in squares 46s/58e, 
47s/58e, 48s/58e, 49s/58e. The soil in between 
is identical with that of context 502 (US26). 
However, further excavation in the westernmost 
squares of the trench revealed that these rocks 
had earth underneath and thus none were in situ. 
It is more likely that this stratum represents 
debris fallen from the western wall of the 
enclosure and possibly also from the industrial 
installations located in this part of the site. This 
context emerges at -21 cm, but has not yet been 
fully excavated. It reaches a depth of at least 50 
cm, and is at least 29 cm in thickness. 

Context 505 (US29): This context 
consists of many large and small rocks 
intermingled with large quantities of mudbrick, 
some of which is vitrified and in large chunks. 
Some medium-sized schist rocks are glued 
together with vitrified mudbrick (fig. 28). There 
are also numerous small stones present. The soil 
is yellowish red in colour (Munsell 5YR5/6), 
powdery, loose and somewhat clayey. It may 
represent debris from a collapsed kiln or similar 
industrial installation. This stratum appears in 
squares 49s/58e, 48s/58e, 47s/58e, 46s/58e, 
49s/57e, 48s/57e, 47s/57e, 46s/57e. It appears at 
a depth of -30 cm and goes down to at least -60 
cm, but has not yet been fully excavated. The 
thickness is at least 10 cm. 

 

Fig. 28: Tr. 5, context 505 (US29), rocks 
attached to burnt mudbrick. 

 

Context 506 (US30): This context 
appears in the two westernmost squares of the 
trench, 47s/56e, 48s/56e which are situated 
along the line of a modern tree trench. This 
stratum represents what appears to be the 
bottom of the modern tree trench. It is much 
disturbed by tree roots, but many small rocks 
and some larger ones are emerging. The soil 
consists largely of degraded mudbrick mixed 
with small stones and is yellowish red in colour 
(Munsell 5YR 5/6-5YR5/8). There were no 
artefacts. This context appears at -79 but was 
not excavated in 2006 so the thickness and 
depth are unknown. 

Context 507 (US31): This stratum, 
located in the NE corner of square 46s/58e 
consists of a heap of over 200 small, round river 
pebbles (maximum dimension 3-4 cm), many of 
which have one flattened face (figs. 29-31). 
They appear to have been stored in this area, 
perhaps in a pile, or alternatively in a container 
or sack. They were loosely set in the 
surrounding soil, which is largely yellowish red 
degraded mudbrick (Munsell 5YR5/6). They do 
not seem to have been set in a floor: they were 
not in a single layer and there were no traces of 
cement or plaster. However it is possible they 
came from or, were intended for, flooring. The 
stratum begins at -15 cm and continues to -30 
cm, with a thickness of 15 cm. 

 

 
Fig. 29: Tr. 5, context 507 (US31). 
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Fig. 30: Tr. 5, context 507 (US31). 

 

 
Fig.31: Tr. 5, context 507 (US31), pebbles with 
flattened face. 

 

4.3.5 Trench 7 

Trench 7 consisted of a single 1 x 1 m 
square, 46s/73e located in the middle of the 
main enclosure. The purpose of this trench was 
to ascertain what archaeological remains and 
stratigraphic sequence, if any, were associated 
with areas of the site where no magnetic 
anomalies were detected, and to determine how 
the space within the enclosure might have been 
used (fig. 32-33). 

Although the excavation of this square 
is not yet complete it is already clear that this 
area is very different from other parts of the 
site. There are no traces of architecture or 
rooftile, but fragments of pottery seem 
considerably more abundant. It seems likely that 
this area functioned as living or working space, 
but further and more extensive excavation is 
needed to identify what activities might have 
been carried out within the main enclosure. 

Two contexts were identified in this 
trench: 

Context 701 (US32): This stratum 
consisted of topsoil and consisted of fine 
homogenous silty soil with some sand and 
gravel (schist). It was dark yellowish brown 
(Munsell 10YR4/4) in colour. Many small 
rounded and eroded sherds were present. The 
size and worn condition of the artefacts may 
suggest this stratum was either an old plough 
zone or silt deposited by wind or water. The 
context starts at the surface (0) and extends to -
40 cm, with a thickness of 40 cm. 

Context 702 (US33): Only the top of 
this context was reached in 2006. At present it 
is characterised by the presence of considerably 
larger and less worn pottery fragments than 
those of context 701 (US32), some of which 
appear to be lying flat. No information on the 
depth of this context is available since it has not 
yet been excavated. 

 

 
Fig. 32: Tr. 7, plan at end of season. 

 

 
Fig. 33: Tr. 7 at end of season. 
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4.3.6 Trench 8 

Trench 8 was located just to the south 
of the SW corner of the main enclosure. It was 
sited on a significant magnetic anomaly which 
appeared in the geophysical survey. The trench 
measure 2 x 2 m containing squares 79s/66e, 
78s/66e, 79s/67e, 78s/67e. The purpose of this 
trench was to determine the nature of the 
magnetic anomaly, and whether it represented 
an extramural structure (fig. 34-35). 

Although excavation of this trench is 
not yet complete, results so far suggest that this 
may be part of a small building outside the main 
enclosure walls. The large and possible aligned 
roof tiles may have fallen directly from a roof, 
and the location seems too far from the main 
enclosure to be simply debris from it. Some 
fragments of pottery are very large and well 

preserved, so while it remains possible that this 
assemblage represents a garbage dump, at 
present that seems less likely than the 
hypothesis that is represents the remains of an 
independent structure. 

Two contexts were identified: 

Context 801 (US34): This context is 
the topsoil stratum, and consists of strong 
brown (Munsell 7.5YR5/6) powdery humic 
loam with few inclusions. The soil is slightly 
clayey but seems less clayey that in other areas 
of the site. Few rocks or artefacts appear in this 
stratum, mostly small fragments of burnt 
mudbrick. The stratum begins at -2 and reaches 
a maximum depth of -30. The maximum 
thickness of the deposit is 18 cm. 

 

 

 
Fig. 34: Trench 8, end of season plan and profiles. 
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Context 802 (US35): This stratum is 
characterised by the appearance of a 
considerable of both large and small rocks 
along with large, well preserved artefacts, 
including both tile and ceramics. Some of the 
tile appears to be lying flat as if fallen from a 
roof. The soil is a powdery, loose fine clayey 
loam, dark brown in colour (Munsell 7.5YR3/2-
7.5YR3/4). This context was not fully 
excavated in 2006, so its full extent is unknown. 
It begins at -12 cm and at present reaches -50. It 
is at least 24 cm thick. 

 

 
Fig. 35: Tr. 8, end of season. 

 

4.4 Finds and interpretation 
Most of the trenches were located on 

geophysical anomalies likely to be architectural, 
hence the finds during the 2006 season were 
dominated by roof tile (some of which is red 
glazed) and burned mudbrick, with 
comparatively little pottery recovered. The 
pottery finds corroborate the conclusions of the 
2005 season, namely that the types of fine 
wares, plain wares, local amphorae (imitating 
Corinthian B types), and cooking pots parallel 
those found on lowland sites, but the fabrics are 
not identical. On the basis of preliminary 
analysis little if any material appears to be later 
than the fifth century BC in date, although some 
material may be earlier. The most exciting 
fineware find is the globular lekythos from 
trench 2, perhaps fallen from an upper story, 
which appears to date from the fifth century 
BC, or perhaps earlier (figs. 22, 36). A few 
examples of hand made pottery in more-or less 
stratified Greek contexts are intriguing (fig. 37) 
Further examples of the burnished cooking pot 
fabrics identified in the 2005 season have also 
been found (figs. 38-39). 

 

 
Fig 36: Globular aryballos from context 205. 

 

 
Fig. 37: Handmade pottery, Tr. 2, context 202. 

 

 
Fig. 38: Burnished cooking ware 
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Although it is likely that agricultural 
activities were carried out at the site (for 
example the beehive sherd discovered in 
systematic sampling in 2004, see Foxhall 2004), 
it is now clear that some kind of relatively 
large-scale industrial activity was carried out 
here as well. At present the nature of this 
activity is a mystery: pottery, metal and glass 
manufacture all seem unlikely (see above on 
Trench 5). 

 
 

4.5 Future plans for investigation 
Fig. 39: Burnished cooking ware 

It is clear from the results of the 
excavations in 2005 and 2006, that further 
excavation is needed to understand the 
stratigraphy and functions of this site. 
Completion (with possible expansion) of the 
excavation of Trenches 3, 7 and 8, expansion 
and completion of Trenches 2 and 5; and the 
excavation of Trenches 6 and 9 represent the 
minimum needed for satisfactorily interpreting 
the site. In addition, the more diffuse features to 
the south of the site, such as the possible ditch, 
also need further investigation for setting the 
site in its local landscape context. 

 The only metal find, part of a small but 
apparently ancient bronze lamp stand, appeared 
in Tr. 7 (context 701, US32) (fig.40). 

 

 

 

Fig. 40: Tr. 7, part of foot of bronze lamp stand. 

The small, rounded pebbles worn flat 
on one face found all over the site in ones and 
twos were augmented by the discovery of a 
cache of them in Trench 5 (context 507, US. 
These are not natural to the local geology of the 
site (though could have been obtained at no 
great distance). Initially we believed that they 
had been used as a tool of some kind, but now 
their identification as flooring material seems 
more likely (fig. 29-31).  

Fig. 41: Burnt mudbrick, Tr.3, context 304 
(US19). 

 

Virtually no animal bone was found, 
and most of the charcoal recovered appears to 
be relatively modern in date. 

The enormous amount of burned 
mudbrick excavated is also important. Some 
may have been mudbrick which got caught in a 
fire (for example, in Trench 2), but much 
appears to have been regularly subjected to high 
temperatures, as in Trench 5 and some pieces 
have preserved surfaces (Figs. 41-42). Fig. 42: Mudbrick burnt at high temperatures, 

with preserved surfaces, Tr. 5, context 505 
(US29). 
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5. PREHISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY: POST-EXCAVATION ANALYSES AND OTHER 
ACTIVITIES (KOSTALENA MICHELAKI, JOHN ROBB AND SIMONA SCARCELLA) 

 
 

5.1 Public communication 
 During the 2006 field season, we gave 
two public lectures. The first was in Bova, at 
the kind invitation of the mayor Sig. Andrea 
Casile; John Robb presented our current 
research upon the Classical Greek site of San 
Salvatore in the territory of Bova. The second 
was in Bova Marina, at the kind invitation of 
the mayor Sig. Domenico Zavattieri; John Robb 
and Gianna Ayala presented a synthesis of our 
results for the historical occupation of the 
territory of Bova Marina, with particular focus 
upon the field survey and geomorphological 
work in the San Pasquale valley. 

 

5.2 Future planning: underwater 
research 
 Although not field research per se, we 
devoted considerable time and effort during the 
field season to planning and preparation for 
underwater fieldwork in 2007. Dr. Eduard 
Reinhardt from McMaster University visited the 
project for 10 days, during which Reinhardt, 
Robb and Ayala met with the Soprintendente 
D.ssa Annalisa Zarattini to establish the terms 
of an agreement (convenzione) regulating future 
underwater research. D.ssa Zarattini noted that a 
formal convenzione between the Soprintendenza 
and the Bova Marina Archaeological Project 
would serve as a permit for underwater 
research; once such a convenzione had been 
established, the Soprintendenza would take care 
of further necessary arrangements, for example 
with the Capitaneria di Porto di Reggio 
Calabria. Among matters discussed were the 
necessary qualifications for scientific divers 
working on the project, health and safety 
regulations, the kinds of geological sampling 
permitted, and the time of year most appropriate 
for such work (considering both sea conditions 
and the need to avoid disturbance to the peak 
season tourist use of the coast). We also met 
with Prof. Fabio Filianoti of the Facoltà di 
Ingegneria, Università Mediterranea di Reggio 
Calabria, to discuss possible collaborations and 
use of specialized gear. These meetings laid the 
basis for further underwater geological research 
in 2007. 

 

5.3 Prehistoric archaeology 

 The principal focus of post-excavation 
study in 2006 was continuing analysis of 
Neolithic pottery from prehistoric excavations 
at Umbro and Penitenzeria. This involved two 
separate projects: Kostalena Michelaki’s 
ongoing analysis of Penitenzeria rim sherd 
fabrics, and Simona Scarcella’s stylistic 
research upon Stentinello wares from the lower 
strata at Umbro.  

 

5.4 Fabric analysis of Penitenzeria 
rims from Neolithic midden (Strata 
IV-V, Trench 4) 
 In July 2006 Kostalena Michelaki and 
John Robb continued the closer examination of 
the Neolithic ceramic material from 
Penitenzeria Strata 4-5. Kostalena Michelaki 
examined all the rims (n=439), making 
observations on the following variables: temper 
kind, amount, size and shape, sorting, core 
colour and the nature of boundaries between 
core and surfaces. Stylistic data on rim 
decorations had already been collected by Robb 
in 2004, and this summer provided an 
opportunity to re-check the data and to integrate 
the decorative and fabric databases. The sample 
considered here does not include all contexts; 
rather, it is drawn only from the Middle 
Neolithic midden in Strata IV-V of Trench 4. 

 In Michelaki’s fabric analysis, the 
following classes of data were collected, using a 
Nikon stereoscopic microscope at 20x 
magnification: 

• Kinds of temper: 1) quartz/feldspar, 2) 
muscovite, 3) biotite, 4) golden mica, 
5) schist, 6) shell, 7) red inclusion, 8) 
other, 9) sandstone.  

• Temper amount: in 5% intervals based 
on charts published in Matthew et al. 
(1991). 

• Temper size: 1) very fine, 2) fine, 3) 
medium, 4) coarse, 5) very coarse, and 
6) gravel.  

• Temper shape: 1) angular, 2) sub-
angular, 3) sub-rounded, 4) rounded, 
5) platy. 
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• Temper sorting: 1) very well sorted, 2) 
well sorted, 3) average, 4) poorly 
sorted, 5) very poorly sorted. 

• Sherd core colour: 1) black, 2) gray, 3) 
orange, 4) dark brown, 5) brown, 6) 
buff, 7) red. 

• Sherd core/surface boundaries: 1) 
sharp, 2) diffuse, 3) no boundaries. 

The resulting data (particularly for temper kinds 
and size and core colours) were too detailed to 
allow the recognition of patterns, and they were 
thus re-grouped into summary categories as 
listed below. 

 

 
Table 2: Penitenzeria rim sherds: temper composition. 
 
Temper Original data codes N 
1) Quartz /feldspar and micas 12, 123, 1234, 123_4, 124, 1243, 124_3, 

12_34, 12_4, 12_43, 132, 1_23 
198 

2) Quartz/ feldspar, micas and 
trace quantities of other materials 

1234_5, 1234_5_7, 1234_5_7_8, 1234_5_8, 
1234_5_9, 1234_7, 1234_7_8_5, 1234_8, 
1234_9, 123_4_7, 123_4_7_5, 123_5, 123_7, 
1243_5, 1243_5_7, 1243_5_8, 1243_7, 
1243_7_5, 1243_8, 124_5, 124_58, 124_8, 
12_34_7, 1423_7, 1_2_34_8, 1234_6, 123_6, 
12_8_6 

114 

3) Quartz/ feldspar, micas, schist 12345, 12435, 1245 18 
4) Quartz/ feldspar, micas, schist 
and trace quantities of other 
materials 

12345_7 2 

5) Micas and quartz/ feldspar 2143, 231, 2314, 2341, 234_1, 241, 2413, 
2431, 245_1, 4231 

33 

6) Micas, quartz/ feldspar and 
trace quantities of other materials 

2341_5, 2341_7, 234_1_8, 2431_5, 
2431_5_7, 2431_7, 2_15, 2314_6, 42_16 

12 

7) Micas, quartz/ feldspar and 
schist 

23415 2 

8) Micas, shell and quartz/ 
feldspar 

23461, 2641 3 

9) Shell, micas and ochre (?) 62347 1 
10) Micas and trace quantities of 
other materials 

234_7 1 

 
 As this shows, in terms of dominant 
temper ingredients, 87% of the Neolithic rims 
from Penitenzeria (n=332) are gritty (fabrics 1-
4, dominated by quartz/ feldspar), while 13% 
(n=50) are micaceous (fabrics 5-10). All but a 

few sherds, however, contain some mica, quartz 
and feldspar; what differs principally is the 
proportions of these ingredients. 
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Table 3: Penitenzeria rim sherds: fabric compared with decorative style. 
 
Fabrics 1-4 = gritty; 5-10=micaceous 
Temper Impres

sed 
Stentin
ello 

Buff Diana Total 

1) Quartz /feldspar and micas 20 91 0 2 113 
2) Quartz/ feldspar, micas and trace 
quantities of other materials 

13 59 1 4 77 

3) Quartz/ feldspar, micas, schist 9 1 0 0 10 
4) Quartz/ feldspar, micas, schist and 
trace quantities of other materials 

2 0 0 0 2 

5) Micas and quartz/ feldspar 4 18 0 1 23 
6) Micas, quartz/ feldspar and trace 
quantities of other materials 

0 8 1 0 9 

7) Micas, quartz/ feldspar and schist 0 1 0 0 1 
8) Micas, shell and quartz/ feldspar 0 0 2 0 2 
9) Shell, micas and ochre (?) 0 0 0 1 1 
10) Micas and trace quantities of other 
materials 

0 0 0 0 0 

Total 48 178 4 8 239 
 
 

As this shows, Impressed wares tend to 
have a gritty fabric with quartz/ feldspar temper, 
while only 8.3% are micaceous fabrics. 
Stentinello wares have both gritty and 
micaceous (15%) fabrics. The sample for Buff 
and Diana wares is too small to really indicate 
which tempers were preferred for these 
productions. 

 Temper size was recategorised into 
three classes: Fine (including codes 1, 12, 12_3, 
23, 2_3, 2, 1_2, 123_4, 12_3_4, 12_4, 12_5); 
Medium (including codes 234, 2_3_4, 23_4, 

23_4_5, 23_45, 234_5, 2_4, 2345, 234_56, 
23_45_6, 23_5, 2_3_4_5, 3, 3_4); and Coarse 
(including codes 345, 34_5, 3_4_5, 34_5_6, 
34_56, 34_6, 3_45, 3_45_6, 3_4_56, 3_4_5_6, 
3_4_6, 3_5). As these data show, there is a clear 
difference between the various wares. 
Impressed wares have mostly coarse temper, 
Stentinello wares can have all sizes of temper, 
and Buff and Diana wares have mostly fine 
inclusions. 

 

 
Table 4: Penitenzeria Neolithic rim fabrics: temper size and ware. 
 
 Impressed Stentinello Buff Diana Total 
Coarse 29 (60.4%) 30 (16.9%) 0 1 (12.5%) 60 
Medium 16 (33.3%) 85 (35.4%) 2 (50%) 2 (25%) 106 
Fine 3 (6.3%) 63 (47.8%) 2 (50%) 5 (62.5%) 73 
Total 48 178 4 8 239 
 
 
 Firing environments were recorded in 
terms of how much oxygen was present in firing 
a particular zone of the pot (e.g. external 
surface, core of sherd, internal surface). This 
was done by re-evaluating sherd colours 
recorded in previous years. Categories used for 

this included No Oxygen (NO; colours: black, 
gray, gray/black), Little Oxygen (LO; colours: 
brown/black, dark brown, dark brown/orange, 
dark brown/black, dark brown/gray, 
gray/brown) and Oxygen (O; colours: orange, 
buff, orange/buff, brown, orange/brown, 
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yellow/brown, red, red/brown, pink). These data 
were then used to characterize the overall firing 
conditions of the vessel. The codes used here 
record the firing conditions from the exterior of 

the sherd to the interior (e.g. O-O-O = O 
(exterior) – O (core) – O (interior)). 

 

 
Table 5: Firing conditions. 
 
Category Codes N 
All Oxidized O-O-O 49 
Oxidized Sandwich O-NO-O, O-NO-LO-O, O-LO-O, O-LO-NO-O 87 
Oxidized Exterior – 
Reduced Interior 

O-NO-NO, O-LO-NO 15 

Oxidized Exterior – 
Neutral Interior 

O-NO-LO-NO-LO-NO-LO, O-NO-LO, O-LO-LO, 
O-LO-NO-LO 

22 

All Reduced NO-NO-NO 19 
Reduced Sandwich NO-O-NO, NO-O-LO-NO, NO-LO-NO-LO-NO, 

NO-LO-NO 
34 

Reduced Exterior – 
Oxidized Interior 

NO-NO-O-O, NO-NO-O, NO-LO-NO-O 4 

Reduced Exterior – 
Neutral Interior 

NO-LO-NO-LO, NO-NO-LO 3 

All Neutral LO-LO-LO 23 
Neutral Sandwich LO-O-NO-O-LO, LO-O-LO-O, LO-O-LO, LO-NO-

O-LO, LO-NO-LO, LO-LO-NO-LO, LO-O-NO-LO 
43 

Neutral Exterior – 
Oxidized Interior 

LO-O-O, LO-NO-O, LO-LO-O 12 

Neutral Exterior – 
Reduced Interior 

-O-NO-O-NO, LO-O-NO, LO-NO-NO, LO-LO-NO 12 

 
 

These data underline the wide range of 
firing conditions. This range of variation 
probably relates both to the range of vessel 
sizes, fabrics and uses and to the small-scale, 
non-industrial and non-standardised nature of 
pottery production, although is also seems that 

there were particular preferences for different 
wares (see below), suggesting a certain degree 
of choice and control during firing. 
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Table 6: Firing conditions in different wares 
 

Oxidized Exteriors 

All Oxidized Oxidized 
Sandwich 

Ox Ext-Neutral 
Int 

Ox Ext – Reduced 
Int 

Impressed:     3 
Stentinello:  10 
Buff:              3 
Diana:            6 

Impressed:     9 
Stentinello:  34 
Buff:              0 
Diana:            2 

Impressed:     7 
Stentinello:    7 
Buff:              0 
Diana:            0

Impressed:     0 
Stentinello:   11 
Buff:               1 
Diana:             0 

Neutral Ext-Oxidized 
Int All Neutral Neutral 

Sandwich 
Neutral ext-Reduced 
Int 

Impressed:    3 
Stentinello:   5 
Buff:             0 
Diana:           0 

Impressed:      5 
Stentinello:   12 
Buff:               0 
Diana:             0 

Impressed:    7 
Stentinello:   
20 
Buff:             0 
Diana:           0 

Impressed:     3 
Stentinello:    6 
Buff:              0 
Diana:            0 

Red Ext-Oxidized Int Red Ext-Neutral 
Int Red Sandwich All reduced 

O
xi

di
ze

d 
In

te
rio

rs
 

Impressed:    0 
Stentinello:   4 
Buff:             0 
Diana:           0 

Impressed:    1 
Stentinello:   2 
Buff:             0 
Diana:           0 

Impressed:     3 
Stentinello:  31 
Buff:              0 
Diana:            0

Impressed:     1 
Stentinello:  15 
Buff:              0 
Diana:            0 

R
educed Interiors 

Reduced Exteriors 
 

Impressed vessels are primarily fired 
under oxidizing or neutral conditions, the 
Stentinello are fired equally under oxidizing, 
neutral or reduced conditions, while the Buff 
and the Diana are fired under oxidizing 
conditions. For buff and Diana vessels, this is 
clearly related to the aesthetic effect, as it would 

be impossible to produce either the light 
yellowish buff figulina fabric or the reddish 
surface typical of Diana finewares in reducing 
conditions. The variable but generally oxidizing 
firing seen in Impressed vessels may reflect 
both aesthetic preferences and the result of 
firing large vessels in small open fires.  

 
Table 7: Firing boundary data 
 
 Impressed Stentinello Buff Diana Total 
Sharp 7 23 0 2 32 
Diffuse 24 78 2 1 105 
No 
Boundaries 

17 77 2 5 101 

Total 48 178 4 8 238 
 
 

Finally, boundaries between the 
external surface color, the core color and the 
internal surface color seen in the edges of 
sherds reflect cooling conditions after firing. 
Sharp boundaries suggest fast cooling (for 
example, if the vessel is removed from the fire), 
while diffuse ones suggest slow cooling (for 
example, if vessels are left in the fire as it dies 

down). The sample size for Buff and Diana is 
too small to suggest a pattern. Impressed and 
Stentinello sherds suggest similar cooling 
patterns of primarily slow cooling (50% and 
44% respectively), no boundaries at all (35.4% 
and 43.3% respectively) and a few occasions of 
rapid cooling (14.6% and 13% respectively). 
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Table 8. Pottery choices for different Middle Neolithic wares 
 
 Impressed Stentinello Buff 
Goal Varied utility 

vessels, casually 
decorated, some 
quite large and 
thick-walled 

Varied serving 
vessels, 
principally small 
to medium bowls, 
ornately 
decorated 

Varied serving 
vessels, 
principally bowls 
and flasks, 
probably painted 
or slipped, some 
quite thin-walled 

Clay source Varied Varied Whitish clay 
containing 
foraminifera 

Temper Gritty (Quartz/ 
feldspar) 

Mixed, mostly 
gritty (quartz/ 
feldspar) 

Micaceous? 

Temper size Coarse Very varied Fine 
Firing conditions Varied, mostly 

oxidizing 
Highly varied Oxidizing 

 Following this season’s work, and 
building upon results of past work, the overall 
outlines of ceramic production at Penitenzeria 
are becoming clear, including preferences used 
for various kinds of wares. It is increasingly 
clear that the operational sequences for 
Impressed and Stentinello wares were variants 
on a general impasto formula, while those for 
buff wares were considerably different, starting 
with a different clay source (see below). These 
results pose interesting questions about how 
Neolithic potters worked: for instance, as to 
why the most ornately decorated vessels in the 
assemblage are also the least technologically 
constrained. 

 

5.5 Stylistic study of Early Neolithic 
Stentinello pottery from Umbro 
(Simona Scarcella) 
 Concurrently with the BMAP 
technological and stylistic analysis, a separate 
project was conducted by Simona Scarcella as 
part of her doctoral thesis work under the 
supervision of Prof. Jean Guilaine at the 
University of Paris. The overall goal of this 
study is to examine ceramic production during 
the Early Neolithic in southern Calabria and 
eastern Sicily. As part of this, the materials 
from Umbro were studied in order to identify 

possible regional commonalities or 
discrepancies in pottery production. While the 
overall project includes a technological study 
aimed at mineralogical characteristization of 
clays and a typological study of vessel form and 
decoration, only the typological study was 
carried out here, as the technological study is 
already in progress under Dr. K. Michelaki (see 
above).  

 The typological study of the Umbro 
pottery involved sherds from strata IV and V of 
Umbro Trench 1. These are the undisturbed 
levels chronologically associated with the early 
Neolithic. The sample from these strata amounts 
to 640 fragments. Of these, a representative 
sample was chosen according to the following 
criteria: diagnostic fragments of dimensions 
above 20 mm, whether decorated or not, and 
decorated fragments of dimensions above 15 
mm. Six stampini were also included; these are 
tools used by the prehistoric potters to decorate 
vessel surfaces. A total of 82 observations were 
made upon each sherd selected for analysis. 
Data collected include a description of each 
sherd, its level of preservation, measurements of 
its dimensions, a summary description of paste 
and inclusions, firing, the decorative style to 
which the sherd belongs, the tool used for doing 
the decoration, the decorative scheme and the 
location of the decoration, the type of internal 
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and external surface finish, and possible 
substances used for the decorations. These data 
were inserted into a File Maker Pro 7 database, 
along with a drawing and photograph of each.  

 The ceramic materials from Umbro are 
very fragmentary, and for most it has not been 
possible to reconstruct an original vessel form. 
Overall, most are open forms such as bowls. 
The bases are flat or rounded. The handles can 
be defined as simple ribbon handles, while the 
plastic decorations can be “a linguetta” or “a 
bottone”. The rims are generally straight though 
some are curved; the lips are generally rounded 
off, but in some case flat. 

 The decorations are of two principal 
orders: Impressed decoration and Stentinello 
decoration. It is also possible to isolate a series 
of decorated sherds in which decoration is 
impressed but upon a thinner body and with a 
decorative organisation which is more orderly 
than the “classical” Impressed wares. 

 At present, it is not yet possible to 
define the nature of this stylistic difference. 
Nevertheless, it is probably not a chronological 
evolution, since these styles are 
contemporaneous in strata IV and V. It seems 
more reasonable to interpret it as related to 
vessel use. It would be useful to confirm this 
thesis by comparing it with the results of 
Michelaki’s study through a statistical analysis 
which integrates technological, typological and 
decorative data to track trends in ceramic 
production at Early Neolithic Umbro. 

 

5.6 Raw Materials Survey and 
experimental vessel replication 
 A long-term goal of the BMAP 
prehistoric pottery study has been to conduct a 
survey of potential raw materials for pottery. 
We continued this work during the July 2006 
season. 14 geological samples of both clay and 
rock were collected (RMS #47-61). 

 
 
Sample #47: Coarse sandstone from Torrente Vena 
Sample #48: Fine sand from Torrent Vena 
Sample #49: Yellow sandy clay from Monte Papagallo 
Sample #50: Yellow clay from Monte Papagallo 
Sample #51: Yellow marl (?) from Monte Papagallo 
Sample #52: Gray clay from Monte Papagallo 
Sample #53: Gray clay from Campo Sportivo West 
Sample #54: Gray/brown clay from Campo Sportivo East 
Sample #55: Gray clay from the ‘lunar spot’ ca. 0.5 km east of Campo Sportivo 
Sample #56: Brown/gray clay from the ‘lunar spot’ 
Sample #57: Gray clay from the ‘lunar spot’ 
Sample #58: Red schist with copper/golden coloured mica from San Salvatore 
Sample #59: Gray schist from San Salvatore 
Sample #60: Sandy brown clay, 2m depth, San Pasquale core taken by G. Ayala about 
200 m east of torrente 
Sample #61: Sandy brown clay, 2 m depth, San Pasquale core, 20 m away from Sample 
#60. Both about 200 m east of torrente. 
 
 
 The most notable aspect of this year’s 
raw material survey was the identification of the 
Papagallo/ Calamitta clay source. Thin sections 
of Neolithic pottery samples taken in previous 
years had shown that buff (figulina) wares may 
be made with an unusual clay containing 
foraminifera. Preliminary results from ongoing 
chemical analysis (results on file from previous 

years, and see charts below) suggest that these 
clays are also identifiable by their rich calcium 
content, presumably related to the residual fossil 
material they contain. Inspection of available 
geological maps for the Bova Marina region 
showed that clays containing foraminifera are 
relatively restricted in location, but that there is 
a considerable outcrop of them located at Monte 
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Papagallo and Monte Calamitta, two low, 
unusually formed hills whose eroding sides are 
brightly white, located just inland from the 
coast and west of Bova Marina near the 
Torrente Amendolea. Several samples of this 
clay (samples 49-52) were collected from the 
south-central ridge of Monte Papagallo. While 
we have not yet carried out chemical analysis of 
this clay, preliminary microscopic analysis has 
identified foraminifera in it. Moreover, 
experimental work (see below) has shown that 
it is extremely useful for potting. It may thus 
well be the clay used for Neolithic buff wares.  

 As in past years, our experimental 
potting focused upon informal exploration of 
the working qualities of various locally-
collected clays rather than formal replication. 
The firing was not successful; the bonfire was 
probably too strong for our pots and clays, and 
this, combined with the usual inexpertise of 
novice potters, led to all but one pot exploding 
during firing (the exception was a small round 
based “Diana-ish” bowl made by Robb with 
Sample #49 Monte Pappagallo clay). 
Nevertheless, the exercise was informative 
about the newly collected clays. The Campo 
Sportivo clays were rather plastic, but created 
major drying problems and almost all the pots 
made by them, however tempered, cracked 
severely before firing. In contrast, the Monte 
Papagallo clays (Samples 49-51) turned out to 
be very plastic and easy to work with, with no 
major drying and cracking problems, even when 
no tempering material was used. These qualities 
would make them appropriate for thin-walled 
vessels, and indeed for vessels which, like many 
of our buff wares, have very little temper, and 
that of a fine consistency. 

 

5.7 Post-excavation laboratory 
analyses 
5.7.1 Geological clays 

 At McMaster University we have 
started preparing the clays for test-tile making. 
We place the clays in beakers and add water. 
We then wait until the water permeates the clay 
completely. We remove the excess water and 

wait until the clay dries to the point that it is 
workable (i.e. not sticky, but plastic). At the 
time of writing, we have made clay balls that 
we keep moist, waiting for the engineering 
department to finish making molds that we will 
use to create test tiles of equal size on which we 
shall then measure shrinkage. After the 
shrinkage measurements we shall perform basic 
firing tests, firing test-tiles in a muffle kiln, 
under oxidizing conditions at 500, 600, 700, 
800 and 900 degrees Celsius to examine colour 
development. 

 

5.7.2 Archaeological ceramics 

I have submitted a total of 40 sherds from 
Penitenzeria (samples exported under permit in 
previous years) for Instrumental Neutron 
Activation Analysis. The short irradiation of the 
samples has been completed in four batches. 
Each batch included the following samples: 

• Batch One – Stentinello: 2126/1, 
1642/10, 1860/4+5, 2092/2, 2092/7, 
1693/1, 2158/14, 2063/1, 2138/4, 
2078/24 

• Batch Two – Stentinello: 2136/2, 
1895/10, 2160/26, 2138/3, 2158/15, 
2114/2, 1887/1, 1860/1, 2166/7, 
2139/3 

• Batch Three – Buff: 1934/18, 1881/9. 
2167/23, 1895/18, 2140/18, 1961/13, 
2030/14, 1895/26, 2183/4, 1934/28 

• Batch Four – Impressed: 1935/8, 
2021/1, 2131/37, 1943/16, 2117/7, 
2087/4, 2095/23, 2064/29, 2036/4, 
2038/69 

The elements sought included: Co, U, Dy, Ba, 
Ti, Sr, As, Ga, Mg, Cu, Na, V, K, Cl, Al, Mn, 
and Ca. 

 Analysis is still preliminary, but results 
to date suggest that Stentinello, Impressed and 
Buff sherds have different tendencies.  
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Fig. 43: INAA analysis of Penitenzeria fabrics: bivariate Fit of TI By SR-2 
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Data grouped by Batch Number. 90% Density Ellipses. 

Bivariate Normal Ellipse P=0.900  Batch Number==1
Bivariate Normal Ellipse P=0.900  Batch Number==2
Bivariate Normal Ellipse P=0.900  Batch Number==3
Bivariate Normal Ellipse P=0.900  Batch Number==4

 
 
Batch 1:  
Bath 2:  
Batch 3:  
Batch 4:  
 
 
Sr seems to separate Batch 2 (some of the 
Stentinello sherds) out. Sr was not reliable in 
batch 1 and we are currently in the process of 
re-counting it. Thus, at the moment we do not 
know whether, when there is a larger Stentinello 
sample, the separation will still be valid. 

Interestingly, when one looks at Ti and Ca, 
batch 1 is separate from batch 2, although they 
are all Stentinello sherds. We are looking 
further into this pattern as well, to see whether it 
is valid. Note also that Ca content clearly 
separates buff wares from all the impasto wares.  
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Figure 44: INAA analysis of Penitenzeria fabrics: bivariate Fit of TI By CA 
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Data grouped by Batch Number. 90% Density Ellipses. 

Bivariate Normal Ellipse P=0.900  Batch Number==1
Bivariate Normal Ellipse P=0.900  Batch Number==2
Bivariate Normal Ellipse P=0.900  Batch Number==3
Bivariate Normal Ellipse P=0.900  Batch Number==4

 
 
It is usually with rare earth elements that 
patterns in ceramic elemental data become more 
evident. The majority of rare earth elements are 
acquired through long irradiation counts, and 
this is our next goal in INAA research. 
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6. GEOARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELDWORK: SAN PASQUALE VALLEY (GIANNA AYALA) 
 
 

 In July 2006, the geoarchaeological 
investigations of the San Pasquale continued 
with a coring program for 3 weeks. The goals of 
this were to understand the stratigraphy of 
sediments in the San Pasquale valley, both as an 
indicator of anthropogenic landscape change in 
this area and as a source of information on 
deposition of alluvial sediments from 
surrounding areas. 

 Two east-west transects running 
parallel with the coast were laid across the 
floodplain. Along these transects, a series of 
cores was taken at 10 metre intervals, with a 
total of 22 cores taken altogether. The 
maximum core depth was 4 metres. The first 
transect, closest to the coast, began to the north 
of the Roman site of Deri on the bank of the 
San Pasquale River and ended at the ANAS 
construction site to the east One core was taken 
in the field to the east after the ANAS 
construction site. From each core, 
representative bulk samples were taken at 
intervals in the core for further laboratory 
analyses (sedimentological and microfossil). A 
total of 564 soil samples (of c. 50-200gm each) 
was collected for analysis.  

Preliminary field observations would 
suggest that there are the tilled topsoil overlies a 

layer of very coarse material; below this there 
are at least two metres of alluvial silts and clays. 
The only archaeology encountered was in the 
first metre’s depth of those cores within 100 
metres of the Roman site of Deri (e.g. cores 
located within the field directly to the north of 
the site). The material recovered was fragments 
of Roman coarse ware and tile that had been 
reworked in the plough soil.  

Further analysis is necessary to 
understand the nature of the coarse cobble layer 
overlying the basal silts and clays. However, the 
proximity to the archaeological site of Deri 
would suggest that it could be anthropically 
derived (possibly tied to land use either coeval 
with the site or from a later period). It is hoped 
that laboratory analysis on the underlying 
sediments in conjunction with further fieldwork 
will clarify the nature of this deposit.  

I would like to thank the 
Soprintendenza Archeologica della Calabria 
for the permission to investigate the 
archaeologically protected field directly to the 
north of the site of Deri, and Sig. Arturo Nesci 
for his kind permission to core on his land. I 
would further like to thank Angelos 
Hadjikoumis for assistance in the field. 
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7. POST-MEDIEVAL LANDSCAPES (PAULA LAZRUS AND HAMISH FORBES) 
 
 

7.1. Archival research (PL) 
The 2006 field season was very 

productive for the post medieval landscape 
studies. Three and a half weeks were spent in 
the Archivio di Stato fruitfully transcribing 
records from the Castato of 1809, and cross 
checking localities with cadastral maps from 
1932. In addition, time was also dedicated to 
accessing volumes with additional historical 
information about Bova and its inhabitants. 
Special thanks are due to the archivists who 
were extremely kind and helpful.  

Work on entering the newly 
transcribed data into our Access data base also 
proceeded while in the field, and it continued 
immediately thereafter bringing the total 
number of entries to 1024. These represent all 
of the individuals who paid taxes individually, 
in ‘società’ or as institutions. Analysis of 
information now entered will permit us to 
deepen our investigation of the socio-economic 
and environmental situation in Bova in 1809 
and allow us to then compare this to data from 
earlier and later cadastral reports as well as 
information from BMAP’s excavations and 
surveys. We will also be able to use our data in 
conjunction with our ongoing program of GIS 
studies to improve our understanding of the 
changes in vegetation and land-use during the 
period in question. 

It seems clear from a preliminary 
perusal of the data that there are roughly 400 
named localities (although the actual number is 
probably closer to 385 as several may represent 
spelling variations). Plainly, many areas within 
the Comune di Bova were under cultivation of 
one sort or another (43 different land use 
designations are represented), including many 
areas that were being exploited for their forest 
resources. Most of the individual landholdings 
appear to be quite small in size but we are now 
in the process of analyzing this to better 
understand the relationship between landholders 
and property extension, as well as to identify 
differences between individual, ecclesiastical 
and municipal land ownership. Generally 
localities appear to have been utilized by 
multiple owners, not dominated by a single 
major property owner. In addition the records 
also provide information about standing 
structures such as homes, mills and presses both 
within town and in the countryside (and here we 
have 33 different and occasionally overlapping 
categories). Our questions are becoming more 

sophisticated and we hope to gain a greater 
understanding of social, economic and 
environmental issues as we begin a deeper 
analysis of our data. 

In the coming year we intend to begin 
fully analyzing the data base and combining it 
with a GIS program to give us a greater visual 
idea of the extent of different plant cover 
throughout the Comune and how geography as 
well as socio-economic factors may have 
affected land use for the inhabitants of Bova in 
the early 1800s. Future plans include additional 
historical research, and a return to the Archivio 
di Stato in Reggio to correct anomalous records 
and to compare our data to other available 
documents and studies of the period. It is also 
imperative to take the data collected so far to 
‘ground truth’ it. We took only one day this 
season to cross check on the ground the 
information we are identifying in the written 
records and to mesh this new archival data with 
our survey data, but we will need to spend more 
time on this in the coming season.  This is true 
both for the natural components and the 
standing structures. Further in the future, there 
is the intention to expand research to include the 
Onciare now housed in the Archivo di Stato di 
Napoli and to examine some of the legal 
documents regarding ownership of the land 
housed in a variety of places in Rome, Naples 
and Reggio. This data, together with what we 
have gathered so far should expand our 
understanding of both the changes in natural 
ground cover within the territory of Bova and 
allow us greater insight into which classes of 
citizens own which types of properties, natural 
or architectural, and to delve to some degree 
into questions regarding the professions of 
individuals and their relationships to one 
another. 

 

7.2 Standing buildings (HF) 
During July 2006 some eight days 

were spent implementing a strategy developed 
in 2005 for researching the late post-medieval 
landscapes of the region in a way which would 
integrate effectively with other research 
agendas associated with BMAP. Research into 
Holocene and especially historic period 
alluviation and down-cutting phases in river 
systems, and archival research are particularly 
relevant. 
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Substantial sectors of the Bova Marina area of 
southern Calabria (Italy) have dense scatters of 
isolated rural structures, in some areas probably 
exceeding 30 per km2, in conjunction with the 
major nucleated settlement of Bova Superiore. 
These isolated structures are predominantly 
farmhouses, many now abandoned. While many 
were evidently in regular use until the mid-later 
20th century, it seems likely that a significant 
number had 19th century  - if not earlier – 
origins. The existence of bread ovens at most of 
those investigated in 2005 suggested that 
habitation continued for much, if not all of the 
year. One question which remained largely 
unresolved at the end of the season related to 
the lack of fireplaces in the houses studied. It 
was unclear how (or whether) these houses 
were heated during winter and where cooking 
(other than bread baking) was carried out. 

The 2006 research campaign involved 
continuing the programme of documenting 
these farmhouses and associated structures as 
standing buildings. Full documentation 
involved making site plans, and detailed 
documentation of masonry - and roof structures 
where the latter remain. A photo log was also 
produced, documenting masonry styles, 
timberwork styles where these occur, and 
details of construction techniques, fittings etc. A 
major aim of the 2006 campaign was to identify 
a greater diversity of building types in the 
countryside around Bova Superiore than had 
been demonstrated previously, and if possible to 
determine their approximate ages and use-
histories. 

Two different localities in the upper 
San Pasquale river system were chosen. One 
was Cavalli, where three houses had been 
surveyed in detail in 2005. Here several 
abandoned houses were cursorily surveyed, 
largely by means of a photo log. The main 
reason for not conducting detailed survey was 
the inaccessibility of the structures because they 
had become largely or completely buried under 
vegetation – primarily brambles. In addition, 
two houses in the Cavalli locality were 
surveyed in detail.  

All the houses demonstrated distinct 
differences from those surveyed last year. One 
of the houses surveyed in detail was a two 
storey structure, in contrast with those surveyed 
last year, which were all single storey 
dwellings. In this structure the ground floor 
originally served as storage or animal housing 
while the upper storey provided living 

accommodation. A clear attempt had been made 
to “modernise” the living quarters, probably in 
the last 50 years, by laying down floor tiles on 
the rough boards of the suspended floor. The 
other structure which was fully surveyed in the 
Cavalli locality incorporated concrete in its 
construction.  

Except for the 2 storey structure, the 
use of concrete was a feature shared by all the 
buildings surveyed in this locality in 2006: 
generally it took the form of two or more bands 
roughly 30 cm high running horizontally round 
all the walls of the building, although an 
extensive structure probably associated with 
keeping livestock also had reinforced concrete 
pillars. Some structures also had concrete 
lintels. The use of concrete strongly suggests 
that the construction dates of these buildings 
can be placed in the mid-later C20th. In 
addition, one of the houses here contained a 
brick-built stove very similar to those in rural 
houses built in Sicily in the earlier post-WWII 
period of land reform. This same house also 
contained a small room accessed from an 
entrance hall which is best interpreted as a room 
for an indoor toilet, although no toilet facilities 
were present. 

Survey was also carried out on a 
further scatter of houses approximately 3 km to 
the south-east of Cavalli. Here detailed survey 
was undertaken on four abandoned houses. A 
seriously dilapidated structure which had 
originally had a tiled roof may date to the C19th 
or earlier C20th The other three houses had flat 
reinforced concrete roofs strongly suggesting a 
construction date in the mid-later C20th. One of 
these houses contained a small room accessed 
off an entrance hall which is again interpretable 
as a toilet, and also contained a masonry-built 
stove like the example in Cavalli. This same 
house also had a system by which rainwater 
from the roof was led to a carefully-lined brick 
built underground cistern for the storage of 
water. In addition these three houses, like some 
surveyed this year at Cavalli, have surviving 
shutters and doors which seem to have been 
made using power tools – in particular routers - 
and mass production methods: more evidence of 
their construction or major refurbishment in the 
second half of the C20th. 

The possibility that substantial numbers of 
houses and other structures date to the post-
WWII period can be considered significant on 
at least two counts. 
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1. They can readily be interpreted as the 
material expression of major Italian 
government programmes to develop 
the south and improve the lot of the 
rural population 

2. As part of those initiatives, the 
existence of facilities such as stoves 
and toilet rooms can be seen as a 
response to the desires of the rural 
population to emulate the improving 
standards of living of the urban 
working class population. 

This year’s results lead to a second 
significant observation. In a landscape which 
could easily be interpreted as representing 
several decades of gradual agricultural 
abandonment, discovery of abandoned houses 
which were probably only built less than half a 
century ago indicates just how recently the 
present situation has developed. 
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